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ADDITION 1

THE REVELATION OF THE NEWEST NATURE
OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST
The time is now ripe to reveal the general information and context regarding the
presentation of the Newest Nature of The Lord Jesus Christ to sentient beings in the
respective realms of the spiritual, intermediate and natural worlds of the True
Creation, the Zone of Displacement and planet Zero. The importance, necessity and
scope of the process whereby The Absolute God, then Most High, became The Lord
Jesus Christ in His/Her New Nature is detailed in the previous portion of The New
Revelation with Peter D. Francuch. It is now necessary to briefly reveal another fact,
the basis of which is all the previous steps taken since the beginning of the Multiverse
by the Creator of everything and everyone. It concerns the two direct incarnations of
God, a girl and a boy, who will be born to Jesus and Jana after the over-vibration to the
New Earth in the 5th dimension, where the positive part of humanity with love in its
heart will move. As you know, more than 2000 years ago, more precisely on March 21,
7 BC, I incarnated as The Most High into the body of Jesus at that time to lay the
foundation of the way out of the negative state. After My crucifixion, I imperceptibly
entered Hells and gained the necessary experience with this unnatural way of life to
purify its stolen and defiled aspects and return it to the Source. Dimension by
dimension, level by level, I passed through the Hells of the Zone of Displacement to
their deepest point, where the Pseudo-Creators themselves were located. On earthly
scales, it took many centuries to reach the end of My journey and "capture" these
opponents of Mine to separate them from their ruling positions and relocate them to
an unknown place (the planet Nibiru) so that they could no longer directly influence
the course of humanity until the division of humanity. After the successful completion
of the mission of Jesus, His merging with the Absolute State resulted in the emergence
of the New Nature, whereby My name with deep spiritual meaning has been since
1987 (according to earthly time) The Lord Jesus Christ. In parallel to this, however, My
Second Coming has already begun, this time the incarnation of the feminine essence of
God, which is Jana Kyslíková. Many with a lower spiritual level mistakenly believe that
Jana is the incarnation of Jesus Christ. Nothing could be further from the truth, as this
would be a violation of the inherent spiritual laws (nothing is repeated twice) and
would miss any meaning that anyone can derive from the fusion of the first male
incarnation with the Absolute Divinity.
I was born into the female body in 1957 not only to incorporate the feminine aspects
and principles into Myself, but also to bring out first a part of humanity and then all the
imprisoned beings out of the swamp of the anti-universe back to their original Home
together with helpers from the higher dimensions of the positive state. If it were not
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for our joint sacrifice, all previous efforts would have been completely useless and
Creation would have perished. Until 2003, My presence in the body was kept secret
from the Pseudo-Creators, and until 2012, from everyone on this planet, including
their representatives here - the earthly rulers of the world, who noticed our activity
soon after we launched our internet website www.bozirodina.cz. The necessity of
secrecy had mainly a protective function, which I could not directly communicate in
advance to any of God's prophets, so you will not find a single mention of it even in The
New Revelation by Peter D. Francuch. Remember, there is no 100% and final truth
anywhere, everything evolves and is added to by new things. Together with Jana I have
gone through many sufferings and pains of living here in order to get as close as
possible to you and to transform these experiences into pure purity and joy. We are a
realized example to others that even in the most difficult conditions ever, it is possible
to return to heaven and suffer no harm. At the same time, I have been preparing her to
work with other co-workers and friends without whose invaluable help the ascension
of humanity would not have been possible. Why I have scheduled the lifting of the
isolation and the beginning of God's Mission among men for 2017 and not earlier also
has its own spiritual reasons, which need not be discussed here, because everything is
perfectly planned in advance and happens at the right time. In the ultimate sense,
everyone here is consciously and unconsciously playing a kind of theatrical role, which
they have chosen and consulted with Me to the last detail before their birth on this
planet. It is the blueprint of the soul, on whose path the individual experiences and
portrays various kinds of situations from which all who follow this theatre closely
learn. Freedom of choice is always guaranteed in advance, however, so do not think
that perhaps one is a puppet, which a true being in the service of the light can never
become. There is a difference between leadership and control. It is control that beings
of darkness achieve on those who willingly surrender to them.
In the body of Jana I have also gone through a long and thorny journey, which is now
over at the end of 2016, as new horizons are forthcoming for all our co-workers.
Together, we will complete here a wonderful work for the whole, which began its
foundations long before the present could reach its fruitful maturity. After the overvibration to New Earth, there will be a grand celebration of light and love over
darkness and hate. You will witness the wedding of the Family of God, in which twins
will be born to Jesus and Jana, the girl and the boy, who will also be direct incarnations
of The Lord Jesus Christ, brand new beings. In the second portion of The New
Revelation, I called the New Earth the New Jerusalem. Why did I use this symbolism? It
is because after the move to the New Earth, this Mission of God will continue its work
without interruption, in completely new conditions and possibilities. Then there will
be a heartfelt reunion with The Absolute Lord Jesus Christ, who, after the fusion, uses
the subtle-material body of Jesus (and later of Jana). This symbolism is also used
because Jesus Christ was crucified in this 3D in Jerusalem where He rose from the
dead. He went on with His life and now we are waiting for all of you in the New
Jerusalem, which has nothing to do with the old physical Jerusalem. We will live among
men and begin our journey together to other parts of Creation. We will be spreading
the modern Bible, that is, the both portions of The New Revelation, and writing their
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sequels in countless forms. The impact of these events cannot be fully understood at
this time, yet the time has come for a major announcement regarding the change of the
New Nature of The Lord Jesus Christ to the Newest Nature. It is already explained in
the second portion of The New Revelation that My wife's journey will not be so short,
as she will pass through all dimensions - from the fifth to the highest, the thirteenth,
where I reside. This will happen at the end of this shortened cycle of time. So in a
completely different form the process of unification will repeat itself.
What has been a mystery so far, however, are the matters concerning the third and
fourth direct incarnations of God (the twins), which will also be included in the fusion
process. Why is the birth and subsequent fusion of these souls also required at all, and
is it not enough to do it another way? Consider that if I did not also physically establish
the Family of God and these children were not an integral part of it, this family would
be incomplete and would not fulfill its purpose. This would completely negate the
meaning of all that we are and all that we create. At the end of this cycle of time and
the beginning of a new cycle of time, there will be a merging of not only the soul and
body of Jana, but also of our children of God, whom I will also have merged into My
essence so that they too become absolute and indivisible sentient entities. This will
necessitate the transformation of the New Nature into the Newest Nature, so that the
new name of God, Creator of all and all, in its unified form will be "The Lord Jesus
Christ God's Family."
For a better understanding of the subject of the Newest Nature and the newest name,
the meanings of these new words will be redefined. As stated back in the late 1980s,
the word:
(1) "Lord" refers to and reflects the spiritual mind of The Lord Jesus Christ, His/Her
Absolute Spirit, the One who is always from eternity to eternity. In the old designation,
"Lord" included what was known as "God," "Most High," "Creator," "Jehovah," etc. It
also means the Absolute Marriage of all the Absolute Principles of Divine Love and
Divine Wisdom.
(2) The word "Jesus" refers to all aspects and principles involving the Absolute
Interior Mind or Absolute Mentality and the eternal process of the Absolute Spiritual
Activity of The Lord Jesus Christ. This is the Absolute Feminine Principle of The Lord
Jesus Christ. It contains all the infinite variations of the principles of Absolute Divine
Goodness, Love, Warmth, Kindness, Compassion, Innocence and Humility.
(3) The word "Christ" refers to all aspects and principles of the Absolute Masculinity
of The Lord Jesus Christ. It refers to His/Her Absolute Exterior Mind. Here are
contained all the infinite variations of Absolute Divine Spiritual and Natural Truth,
Intelligence, Reason, Logic, Judgment, Thought, Perception, Awareness, Humility and
Humility.
Let us now note the meaning of the words "God's Family," valid when incorporated
into the present name of The Lord Jesus Christ:
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(4) The word "God's" refers to the Absolute Principle of the New Masculinity, which
has never come into contact with the negative state. It denotes the uniqueness and
unquestionable being and existence of The Lord Jesus Christ, who is the source of all
life, while in His/Her state of timelessness and spacelessness He/She is as in His/Her
own. It reflects a process of constant change and eternal flow into the Absolute Future,
whereby the eternal continuation and preservation of sentient life is achieved for all
time. This designation includes the Absolute Power, Glory and Omni-permeation over
all the Multiverse. This appellation is also a sign of the mystery of the nature of the
Creator, including the mystery of Absolute Truth, which is correspondented in this and
other points with the previous meaning of the word "Christ." It touches on the full
knowledge of all created and uncreated things. The new word signifies also the
inviolability of the uncreatedness of God. "Of God" refers to the third direct incarnation
of The Lord Jesus Christ - the boy.
(5) The word "Family" refers to the Absolute Principle of the New Femininity, which
has never come into contact with the negative state. It denotes all states and processes
in the fullness of the positive state that ever happen, without the full presence of the
negative state. It is the key to all future points of transcending being and existence of
the Multiverse and all its inhabitants, being the activator of the code "777" which will
trigger the coming cycle of time, including all those that follow, and will achieve
through it the full quality of life and the dedication of all energy to continually
approaching one's Creator, thus recognizing His/Her elements in relative form. This
word also signifies the constant newness and spiritual renewal of Creation. It realizes
and establishes all the necessary foundations of conditions for each coming step of
each phase of being and existence, or connects the end and the beginning of each era
on all levels. It builds on the foundation of "Behold, I make all things new" and
develops it to its manifestation and realization. It reflects the unification of the
inhabitants of the positive state, who will function in complete unity, oneness,
diversity and individuality. It also refers to the accessibility of all realms on the inner,
interior and exterior planes of Creation, encompasses unlimited freedom of experience
and creation, and establishes completeness and togetherness in the recognition of the
unknowable. It is correspondent with the previous meaning of "Jesus." The word
"Family" refers to the fourth direct incarnation of The Lord Jesus Christ - the girl.
The names of the third and fourth direct incarnations will not be revealed for this time.
The full completion and transformation into the Newest Nature of The Lord Jesus
Christ cannot occur until the negative state is deactivated and permanently abolished,
for all members of the True Creation and the Zone of Displacement must be given the
opportunity to experience who and what The Lord Jesus Christ God's Family in
His/Her Newest Nature truly is. This cannot be accomplished with the coexistence of
the negative state in closed consciousness, for it is necessary first to receive the
answer to the question that activated it, then to bring the Zone of Displacement into
special alignment and accessibility, to acquire instruction in the nature of evils and
untruths, to liberate all sentient entities from Hells and to bring the members of the
positive state and negative state into a neutral frame of mind where first their memory
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will be completely opened, the situation will be made known and the original
agreement will be recalled, the Last Judgment will be carried out and the Newest
Nature and quality of life will be introduced in the new cycle of time. Then a decision
will be made as to the acceptance or rejection of this Nature and the continuation of
one's own life. Everyone now knows what is being chosen, no one is being asked to
choose blindly.
Since there is no time in the Multiverse from the position of the Creator, God will be
called by this new name "The Lord Jesus Christ God's Family" after the over-vibration
to the New Earth, where the aforementioned wedding will take place, although the
Newest Nature will only take on its newest character in the coming cycle of time. It is
the same paradox as the one mentioned earlier, which is that I can show Myself to all
beings anywhere in Creation already in the perfect body of Jana, which is already after
the fusion with the Absolute Divinity, although this process has not yet occurred in the
time scales applicable to this planet. Everything takes place simultaneously in one
moment, so that linear time plays no role in most cases and should not be taken into
account, otherwise inaccuracies and distortions will arise. The change of My essence is
again shaking the whole universe, as it did in the first change. It will, in the best sense
of the word, have a far-reaching effect on everything I have created, even to the utmost
eternity. It is the most important point since the Multiverse began to be and exist. Of
course, there will be other very important points in its subsequent, never-ending
stages, which are as yet known only to Me alone, and which will be revealed to relative
sentient entities in the next stages of their being and existence. What is the point of
talking about things that will follow in trillions of years when it is best to concentrate
on the present moment? I assure you that all is and will be well, and I also promise that
I have prepared for the coming cycles of time far more than you can ever imagine.
Together we will move on and on in a never-dying longing to know and discover more
of the infinite aspects of Me, the soon to be The Lord Jesus Christ God's Family. Further
information regarding the Newest Nature will be revealed to you in the higher
dimensions when the time is ripe for it.
Your Lord Jesus Christ God’s Family | December 4, 2016
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THE MESSAGE OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST
ABOUT THE PRESENT RULERS OF THE ZONE OF DISPLACEMENT
After Zeus and Borog left the Zone of Displacement for a neutral state, I told you that
different groups would fight for control of the Hells and that power would be divided
among several individuals. This was true, but only up to this point, as there has been
another major change and another update is needed. I also deliberately did not give
any other names of the new rulers of the system at the time, as it was not appropriate
to give this information in advance. However, the time for them has now come.
After the throne of the Pseudo-Creators was vacated, the so-called "Trio," which are
the beings at the root of the emergence of the negative state, immediately took that
place. Its members are the scientist Sorg, his girlfriend Nechtar (Anarvi) and Endriss
(Allah). It was Sorg who began to address the question at the beginning of this time
cycle: "What would life be like without God and His/Her spiritual laws and principles
of love?", and it was again he who put all this into practice. It is not the purpose of this
communication to chart the development of events here in exact chronology and time,
but it is appropriate to know that soon after this question was asked, its essence began
to be perverted into a form that is the antipole of all that is positive. The newly formed
ideas could not remain in the True Creation, as its inhabitants would be completely
destroyed in the process of annihilation. Inconsistent ideas had to have somewhere to
fall. Thus, the hitherto completely empty and uninhabited Zone of Displacement began
to fulfill its purpose. From that moment on, elements denying true spiritual laws and
principles fell into it.
Sorg loved Anarvi with all his heart and she loved him. Over time, she joined his
scientific experiments, and together they began to abuse their abilities to develop the
evil germs that had just been created. It should be noted that at the moment the above
question was asked, an agreement of multiversal significance was made between Me,
The Most High at that time, and all entities in Creation. Its content is, for example, that
the evil will not last beyond one cycle of time and that everyone will be given the
means to return home again, from where they came before they "fell out." Everyone
will be forgiven for everything they have done against Me and the positive state, no
matter who they were or what position they held. Eventually the memory of it was
erased, otherwise the state of evils and untruths could never have been activated,
manifested, exposed and ended. Without an existentially relevant answer to the
question, Creation would perish. It is the same with you lightworkers. None of you
have an accurate understanding of the spiritual role you hold, for you need to
remember your own mission and carry it out according to your unique inner
intentions, from where I am leading you. If you were told exactly what role to play,
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none of this experiment taking place on Zero or elsewhere would be authentic, original
to the whole, and the full lessons of what never to choose again would not be learned.
Having established the agreement, without any previous recollection of it, Sorg and not
long afterwards, Anarvi separated from celestial society and gradually displaced
themselves to the anti-universe. These two wanted to be together, so they recast their
natures together into negative ones. All this initially took place in the original true
reality of the planet Gaia (Earth), part of whose essence was subsequently removed,
infected and moved to the Zone of Displacement. At the same time, however, the
contagion was also spreading in its true reality and capturing many beings living on it.
Endriss, a former member of the Planetary Council, intervened in this event. His wife,
Lucis, was tasked with protecting Gaia to the extent necessary for her to continue to
exist in the True Creation. If Gaia were destroyed, a chain reaction explosion would
occur, resulting in the collapse of the entire Multiverse. Endriss was tasked with
overseeing everything that would take place.
As time went on, the evil spread so much that Sorg and Anarvi could bring about the
process of the final separation and eradication of the planet on all its levels, thus
plunging all infected beings into darkness as well. They wanted to seal their fate and
the fate of their minions, and to sever all connection with the positive state that until
then still resided in everyone. They therefore released a virus into Gaia's heart, causing
an explosion that caused planet Earth and its people to fall into the isolated, abnormal
and deranged position where its reflection of true reality is now. Lucis, as the planet's
protector, was also infected, but did not fall with Sorg, Anarvi, and others into the Hells
because she held the planet's primary sparkle within her, which had to remain in True
Creation to prevent Gaia's destruction to dust in other parallel dimensions. I, The Most
High at the time, saved Lucis from the fall and the fate that befell her loved ones. She
had to say goodbye to her beloved Endriss for ages, because Endriss, by his free choice,
accepted the task of overseeing the development of the negative state, directing it and
eventually becoming its ruler.
There were many inner personal reasons why Endriss was co-participate in launching
the whole act. It is true that this is his mission for the whole, which he himself accepted
in the agreement, but it was precisely because he was in the vicinity of his scientist
friends that he too was gripped by curiosity and drawn into the vortex of the events
pitted against The one true Creator and absolute parent of everything and everyone.
Remember that no one does anything against one's will, so even this man, who later
became the Pseudo-Creator, did not leave his beloved Lucis involuntarily. For a while
his love of iniquities and lies prevailed over of the true and pure love. He was also won
over by the desire to know something unknown, which he preferred to the desire of
his then uncapsulated heart.
From that moment on, they all began to eagerly build their estate. Sorg became
Temror-Sorg, Anarvi renamed herself Nechtar, and Endriss took the cognomen Allah.
All of the newly acquired names are emanators of low frequency vibrations, and their
renaming was commensurate with their transformation. The original elite included
many others including Zeus and Borog. Each was assigned a role. Evil consumed them
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as well as many others who became their minions and slaves. They were blinded only
by themselves and their hatred of Me, The Most High, later The Lord Jesus Christ. They
forgot the beautiful experiences in heaven, the abundance, the radiance, the harmony,
the peace and acceptance. They plunged their hearts into darkness and it became hard
as rock and cold as ice. Over the eons of years, many factions of the Pseudo-Creators
have succeeded to the throne. When the seat was vacated by a coup, the politics of the
direction of the entire anti-universe was changed. They were never united, but they all
agreed on one goal: to destroy Me, the positive state, and conquer all of Creation. Of
course, nothing like that could ever happen. For there is no one and nothing that can
destroy the absolute state. The situation in the structure of both directions of duality
was almost unchanged until My first incarnation in the body of Jesus 2000 years ago.
Until this stage, I let the Pseudo-Creators rule over planet Zero and their "trash can of
the Multiverse" without much interference. After I isolated and separated them from
this planet, their style of governance was re-evaluated. A huge shift and event occurred
in 1987 when the merger of Jesus with The Most High occurred and I became The Lord
Jesus Christ. What effect did that have on this black universe and its inhabitants? One
of the many implications is that from this time on any member of the hellish society
can convert to the positive state and leave behind this unnatural way of life. Until now,
this was not possible for spiritual reasons. A considerable part of the population of
Hells has already made use of My gift of salvation and the individual levels of this zone
are being permanently emptied, cancelled and deactivated. Even some PseudoCreators have taken advantage of the rescue.
Thirty years after the fusion of Jesus according to earthly linear time, the change in
God's totality has affected even the wing of the most conservative activators and
maintainers of the negative state. They are observing with their own eyes the changes
leading to the gradual end of this unnatural agency and are in greater confrontation
with the light and Love that is radiating in amplified form into the universe and the
anti-universe, including through the co-workers of the Family of God who are My front
line, representatives, spokespersons and extended hand. Many of these angels in
bodies are or have been under their influence because they have had to learn selected
aspects of life here. The Pseudo-Creators have tried greatly to influence and bring to
their side many of these light beings cooperating with Me even in the body of Jana, but
their efforts have always missed the mark. Until recently, there were two strongest
factions - Zeus and Borog on one side, and the Trio led by Temror-Sorg, Nechtar and
Endriss-Allah on the other. Thus, two banks forming one river stood opposite each
other. In order to reach their goals, they had to help each other in many areas so that
the water of this imaginary river would not spill out of its bed, and flow in one stream.
Over millions of years the pseudo-society was formed and the rulers changed the
throne quite often. The Trio did not stand in the top positions from the very beginning,
as it might seem. Because they were the ones who started it, they watched their
experiment from the background and did not directly participate in individual
disputes. In front of the others, they seemed almost unknown and showed their true
identity to others only exceptionally. They knew that their time was yet to come and
were happy to wait for the moment when the development of the Zone of
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Displacement would reach the time when they would be allowed to subjugate their
entire domain. This trio of beings had the most experience and information of all about
the negative state, both theoretical and practical. Zeus and Borog may have had the
most rulerial abilities, but they could not fully encompass and understand their
dominion. Temror-Sorg and his comrades were most above the matter of all, and it
was in accordance with their plan that after their imprisonment on Nibiru, one of the
few things they really could not have foreseen, Zeus ascended the throne, aided by
Borog. Although the Trio did not know when Zeus would exhaust his usefulness and
his isolated power built on fear would collapse, they could predict that it would do so
before their second coming to planet Zero. For at that time at the latest they would
officially assume the highest position, since the fullness of the negative state could not
be manifested only in the one direction of fear and cruelty by which Zeus and Borog
ruled, but must be given room for the manifestation of all its negative elements in
equal representation. In this case, it is the elements of falsities, untruths and
distortions by that will now rule the Trio.
Only Temror-Sorg and co. had the means to recall Zeus and get rid of him at the right
time, even though he himself had no idea of their intrigues. But the unexpected
happened. Zeus, after an intimate conversation with our co-worker Martina (Siri), who
got into his heart and poured light into him so that he would be able to speak with The
Lord Jesus Christ, chose not to continue his negative lifestyle and voluntarily left the
Zone of Displacement for limbo. He will remain in this neutral state until the end of the
cycle of time and then choose whether to accept Me as his only source of life. This act
was a great victory for the positive state, but a great loss for the Hells, for in doing so it
lost the Pseudo-Creator who determined the order of the entire anti-universe. It was
also a great blow to the Trio, for they wanted Zeus to rule until their second coming to
planet Zero, and after his removal as king, they would still use him for their plans and
goals. Thus, they lost an important entity prematurely that they planned to keep as a
puppet until the very end. Since his friend Borog was basically the same as his
predecessor, the Trio did nothing to prevent him from immediately taking over the
vacancy left by Zeus, believing that they would only keep the new king of Hells, who
had already been ruler for a time, in that position for the strictly necessary time before
he was eventually removed. As has already been communicated, the fullness of the
negative state could never have occurred under the style of government which this
pair held. So it went on in a new coat. But this situation lasted only 9 days of linear
time, for on February 25, 2017, Borog, like his comrade, chose to leave the Zone of
Displacement for limbo. This was done with the cooperation of Martina (Siri) and
Monika (Thory). What led to this is described in context in previous communications
on our website www.bozirodina.cz in the column of God's Mission. To the earthly
observer watching this event, it may seem that these events happened in too rapid a
succession, but consider the fact that time passes much more slowly in the Hells
compared to earthly time, which is why during these nine days, long decades have
passed on the innermost spiritual level of the Hells where the Pseudo-Creators reside.
The lower the dimension, the slower the passage of time and vice versa. In contrast, in
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the highest dimension of True Creation (12D), where the Firstborns, the beings closest
to Me, live, time no longer exists.
It was then, even more than ever, a furore of the company of the remaining PseudoCreators was seized, as it thwarted the Trio's efforts and put an early end to the plan
they had for the Zone of Displacement. The ensuing chaos, however, brought a decisive
end to Temror-Sorg's official accession to the position of ruler of Hells. There was no
one better to get there at this time. It could say he rightfully took what was his. But he
wasn't the only one. He had the help of Nechtar and Endriss-Allah, the most
experienced and oldest of them. Power was divided equally between these individuals,
and the rest of their minions had to submit to them. Although Temror-Sorg held the
crown, Endriss-Allah held the scepter and Nechtar held the apple. This trinity was
something of an emperor, king and priestess. They helped each other and
complemented each other. Soon, however, the situation changed slightly when an
agreement was reached regarding the exchange of positions between Temror-Sorg and
Endriss-Allah, the latter accepting the crown from his companion, being the oldest and
most experienced of the two. All was done in an official manner and in the presence of
representatives of all levels of the anti-universe. From now on, Endriss will be known
only as Allah and will go by that name. Sorg will henceforth be known again as Temror,
and the name Nechtar remains, as she changed it at the beginning. The PseudoCreators have discarded all of their former forms that bound them to their old position
when they acted on others from the background, and have entered a new hybrid form
with which they will be able to rule over their domain and bring the negative state to
its final stage where it can fully manifest to show its ugly nature. There are pseudospiritual reasons for the change of their names, for they are charged with a grossvibratory energy.
Allah will remain the ruler of Hells until the end of the cycle of time, and it is not at all
certain that he will be saved and accept the gift of salvation and transformation into
the positive state. He has encoded in his sentient nature unprecedented degrees of
evils, untruths, falsities, cruelties, fears and many others. It is by these aforementioned
elements that it will be ruled in balanced representation and interconnection with
each other along with Temror and Nechtar. Their abilities have been enhanced by their
arrival in these new positions, and there is really no one else who can fully exploit,
manifest and bring the potential of the negative state to its full disclosure and
therefore to its end. By what exact means they will rule cannot be revealed at this time
for security reasons. But the means will be devious and subtle, and not everyone will
see through these wolves in sheep's clothing. This Trio is farthest from Me, The Lord
Jesus Christ. They are the darkest and most vicious entities that have ever existed in
the totality and they have a long road back if they ever choose to do so. While this
statement may seem hard to accept to some readers on a lower spiritual level, these
Pseudo-Creators (like everyone in the "trash can of the Multiverse") are doing an
invaluable service to the whole, and Creation could not have answered the question,
what life without God looks like, without their actions. I love them dearly, as I love
everyone, but it is their free choice to accept My love and want to live eternally by My
side. Someday everyone will understand indiscriminately why I have tolerated so
-10-
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much evil. If I did not, I would have violated My own spiritual laws and freedom of
choice would have been denied. There would only be the possibility of being positive.
This unnatural situation will take some time to reach its fruitful maturity. Until the
coming of Allah, who amongst other things is directly behind the creation of Islam, the
situation on this planet will continue to deteriorate, but not for you because you have
protection and will over-vibrate in due course. When the reptiles of Nibiru arrive in
this 3D reality that will fall through to Hells, they will first become peacemakers and
solve political, economic and other artificially induced problems. Their arrival will be
accompanied by all the pomp and glory to the cheers of unsuspecting, spiritually
asleep people. Gradually they will alter the remnants of the true Word of God, then
twist it completely, and out of these falsehoods create a new world religion, justifying
the perpetration of evil and denying the true God of The Lord Jesus Christ. After
receiving the chips and the introduction of the New World Order, all spirituality will
disappear from the people. After some time, undisguised terror will be unleashed,
planet-wide environmental devastation will occur, and humans will become puppets
controlled by the 99.9% who blindly obey the commands of their masters and gods.
This whole world will change beyond recognition. In parallel, many attempts will be
made by the army of superhumans to attack the True Creation. When the situation
becomes completely unbearable, we will return here together and eliminate life in the
Zone of Displacement once and for all. Know that I have everything under control and
everything is as it should be.
You, the closest co-workers of God's Family, need not worry about yourselves or your
loved ones. Until your over-vibration, you will have everything you need to live in
peace and abundance in this reality. Nor will there be the frequent attacks and
vibrational slumps that many of you have had to experience. This announcement
comes just one day before a major shift on the spiritual, mental and physical levels, as
beginning March 6, 2017 there is a global rollout of protection to you, the angels in
human bodies, so that your minds do not have to face the control programs of negative
entities or the Pseudo-Creators themselves. They will lose all influence over you. This
change is happening in direct connection with the beginning of God's Mission among
men. It will be a continuation of the mission of Jesus 2,000 years ago, taking place
mostly in what is now Palestine. The mission of the second direct incarnation of Jana
will take place in the Czech Republic, the spiritual center of planet Earth. The battle is
already fought for you in favor of love and light, although the negative state will
continue for some time. What is important is that you have overcome it within
yourselves. Thank you for the loyalty to Me/Us that you have shown.
Your Lord Jesus Christ | March 5, 2017
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ADDITION 3

METAPHYSICAL SECRETS OF THE MULTIVERSE

1) THE MEANING OF LIFE
The meaning of life of every sentient being in the Multiverse is Life itself. Each one
gives to one's unique and unrepeatable being and existence such meaning as one
oneself sees fit. The sentient entity is endowed with original talents by The Lord Jesus
Christ. These talents can and may be utilized by the individual in any way. By free
choice one accepts or rejects The Most High, with all the implications and
consequences of such a choice. At the end of each stage of an individual's life comes the
so-called Last Judgment, which is a process of accounting for one's personal being and
existence in the cycle just completed. After this process comes an appropriate reward
from The Lord Jesus Christ (if the individual is in the positive state) and a move to a
new spiritual, mental and physical (if necessary) level. Eventually, there is an
acceptance of new tasks and missions. The greatest meaning of life is to eternally move
towards the perfection of the absolute state of The Lord Jesus Christ and all His/Her
elements. This is the factor giving sentient entities the motivation by which they come
to know the mysterious depth of the infinite Multiverse and its Creator Who
transcends it. This is the most important meaning of the entire universe.
2) THE CREATOR ALWAYS IS
Why from eternity to eternity The Most High, now The Lord Jesus Christ, existed in
His/Her absolute state created by no one and nothing is a great secret and a mystery to
sentient entities. Only the most perfect relative beings, who are the so-called
Firstborns, are able to comprehend this mystery in its reflection. In time, as the
Multiverse moves to higher and higher levels, many others will be drawn into this
issue so that they will be able to absorb and encompass it to varying degrees with their
relative view of the situation. No one, however, can fully understand why The Lord
Jesus Christ, Who is all that ever was, is, and will be, as well as all that ever was not, is
not, and will not be, exists as by nobody and nothing created entity in the being and
existence of the absolute state through which He/She creates, administers, maintains,
and develops the relative Multiverse and all of its beings that it infinitely transcends.
3) THE ABSOLUTE STATE EXISTED FROM ETERNITY, THE RELATIVE STATE DID NOT
As everyone in the positive state of True Creation knows, the absolute state and The
Most High has existed in a special mode in non-time and non-space since eternity. The
Multiverse is broken down into 12 dimensions. The 13th dimension is The Lord Jesus
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Christ Who surrounds the Multiverse. The Multiverse, which, with its size, structure
and content, can even to the highest ranking beings in the spiritual hierarchy appear as
infinite, to The Lord Jesus Christ appears as a small ball, to use human analogies.
Everything else outside of that ball is the absolute state in that special mode which
includes the fullness of all states, conditions and processes in all realms of being and
existence. Its integral form is the great secret to all members of Creation. Another
mystery is the question as to what was going on in being and existence before Creation
was established in the first place. There were no other relative beings then. In the
moment of absolute presence, in which everything that ever was, is, and will be is
happening at once, The Most High was experiencing Herself/Himself. But as the grand
Divine Plan at one point advanced to the point where something other than the
absolute state must also begin to be experienced, the first separate and free beings
created in the image of The Most High were set apart from God's totality of all. The
process of the creation of other new beings from the moment the creative process was
set in motion will continue for ages of ages.
4) RELATIVE LIFE IS FROM ITS BEGINNING, WITH THE EXCEPTIONS, FOREVER LASTING
At the time when the first relative elements came into being out of the absolute state of
The Lord Jesus Christ, the Creation was established, with which the first relative
beings, who are the Firstborns, came into being. The first cycle of time thus entered its
active mode. Since then, countless other beings have come into being at various stages
of development. Each sentient entity is at the very beginning an idea in the Source of
all life. In the creative process of the Creator, there is a constant surfacing of these
ideas. Each is asked whether it wants to become a unique and unrepeatable being, selfconscious and free. In this process, The Lord Jesus Christ reveals to this idea its
existence as it will become for all eternity. If the idea consents to its being and
existence, it becomes a sentient entity. From the moment of its creation, it is
committed to being and existing forever. For the sake of preserving the very principle
of life, however, this commitment can be reconsidered at any time, and the individual
can thus choose to withdraw from the order of existence if, in all open-mindedness,
one asks to do so of one's own free choice. To stop the flow of all life energies is
spiritual death. This option is available, but no one in the positive state of love,
happiness, joy, abundance, contentment and progressive development can legitimately
think of such a thing. At the time of the completion of this cycle of time, when the
negative state is eliminated, some individuals will, by their own free choice, undergo
spiritual death. These will be those who, even in a neutral frame of mind, when
qualitatively comparing the positive state with the negative, will not desire to return to
the original nature of God that is contained in everyone. At that point they will become
- without The Lord Jesus Christ, Who is the life and resurrection - nothing in the
ultimate sense. The number of these individuals, however, will be insignificant
compared to the total.
5) NOTHING, EXCEPT LIFE ITSELF, LASTS FOREVER
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All spiritual, mental and physical environments in the diverse universes of Creation
are in a constant state of change. The positive state is a state of constant development,
discovery, exploration and drawing closer to The Lord Jesus Christ. But nothing, except
life itself, lasts forever. Just as the material body of every creature turns to dust, so the
bodies of all cosmic bodies, that is, planets, stars, and other objects, will disintegrate in
one way or another after exhausting their purpose, so that their elements can be used
to build new external environments in the next stages of existence. Even the entire
individual universe has an allotted time for its creation, development, and dissolution,
which occurs when each particle within it has exhausted its usefulness. Then the whole
universe rolls up into itself and its whole essence is absorbed. This annihilation is the
cause of a new expansion, when from the elements of the old universe, after a process
of regeneration, redefinition and reorganization, a new universe comes into being. Not
only does the exterior physical environment change, but the mental (interior) and
spiritual (inner) stages of Creation also undergo a process of constant change. These
changes and spiritual progressions of all kinds touch every aspect of each individual's
life. No one is in the same state, condition and process forever, occupying the same
position in relation to other beings, performing the same activity, etc. However, there
are some specific factors and processes in an individual's life that last or can last
forever. They are an individual component of the individual in question and may be
very different from others.
By this, ideas on some of the most important metaphysical questions of the Multiverse,
was revealed. Everyone has a different understanding and consciousness, so one
approaches this topic and everything else in general in one's own way. The degree of
understanding varies because everyone has a different view of one's own life, the lives
of others, and The Lord Jesus Christ. This varied mosaic of unique, original and
unrepeatable beings then forms the being and existence in all its beauty.
Your Lord Jesus Christ God’s Family | August 16, 2017
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SPATIO-TEMPORAL AND GENETICAL MANIPULATIONS
IN THE EVOLUTION OF HUMANITY AND PLANET ZERO
For the duration of the negative state, the Pseudo-Creators manipulated time and were
able to arbitrarily move to a pre-selected point within this cycle of time. It was only
after their imprisonment and separation from this planet Earth (Zero) that their ability
to time travel into the future was taken away. Because of this, they have prepared in
advance all that is necessary for their triumphant return when, after the division of
humanity, they will once again assume the reigns of those who choose by choice to
continue the dead life of the negative state until its complete end.
Before the Sumerian Empire, Ancient Egypt, the civilizations of China and India and
others, there were a large number of far more advanced civilizations coming here from
different parts of the universe, which were involved in the historical development of
the planet to varying degrees. These civilizations have come from both the negative
(majority) and the positive state, because planet Zero has been established since its
inception as the only point of contact between the Zone of Displacement (Hells) and
the True Creation (Heavens). There have been many spiritual wars and strife across
the time spectrum. Since there have been countless manipulations of the space-time
continuum, it would be pointless to make a chronological analysis of the various stages
of history at this point.
But what is important to understand? Until approximately 12500 years ago, there
were two major civilisations on the surface of this planet - Atlantis and Lemuria. While
the Atlanteans were falling through from their own negative choices from the higher
dimensions of True Creation, the Lemurians never identified with the evils and
untruths. They undertook their descent into the lower vibrational realms entirely
voluntarily in order to help humanity. Their peacefulness and selflessness has been a
great thorn in the side of the Pseudo-Creators, which is why they have instigated
armed, destructive conflicts against this civilization to eliminate their efforts. In
Atlantis, where both positive and negative elements still existed up to that time, evil
now completely prevailed, because they come in under the direct influence of the false
gods and later creators of the human race. The spiritual downfall of Atlantean
civilization was accomplished by the attack on Lemuria using highly sophisticated
weapons of destruction by which would be no match for the most powerful atomic
bomb or any other known weapon because they operated on entirely different
principles, such as the ability to break matter down into its basic building elements.
The Lemurians, however, knew well in advance what was coming, so they moved from
the area of the present-day Pacific Ocean where Lemuria was originally located to the
Hollow Earth where their positive civilization could continue to flourish without the
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interference of the negative state. The pseudo-Creators were never allowed to
completely dominate the land below the surface of planet Zero.
Atlantis attacked Lemuria approximately 12500 years ago in linear time. This attack,
however, did not bring the intended result to Atlantis, for the high love vibrations of
Lemuria nullified any direct threat to the members of this positive race. The Lord Jesus
Christ (then The Most High) would never have allowed the suffering of beings
adhering to spiritual laws and principles and that are being here for the very
important task of the transformation humanity. The then already evacuated Lemurian
continent was hit by destructive shots of Atlantean weapons, which however caused
the actual annihilation of Atlantis. After this attack, which brought fate and selfdestruction to the aggressors, it caused many planetary cataclysms in which the
distribution of the continents was changed and the planet was extremely destabilized
on the spiritual and mental levels. The Pseudo-Creators found that for the later
development of a new human race it was necessary to erase all references to this
secret history of planet Zero, so thanks to space-time experiments, they erased all
necessary clues that would refer later Earthmen to the remnants of something to be
hidden from them.
The continents have been split into their present form, with the surface modified so
that there is no indication of actual historical events and contexts. Where Atlantis was
located, the false gods allowed the Atlantic Ocean to form. The devastated continent of
Lemuria, which encompasses most of the Pacific Ocean, was also completely
submerged by the Pseudo-Creators. While they could have completely obliterated all
traces left by these civilizations, they did not do so on the grounds that the equipment
left behind would still be useful when they returned on Zero again. Evidence of
preserved artifacts is found, for example, in the area of the so-called Bermuda Triangle,
where destructive multidimensional weapons are found in temple complexes and
pyramids on the seabed, which will be used in a future attack on the positive state of
Creation. Outside of space and time, the Pseudo-Creators have experimented with
different variations of the evolution of planet Zero. They have worked out in every
possible detail countless potential scenarios for their world. Although they were not
bound by time and space, it took them millions of years to get their way. In these
endeavors, there were many setbacks and unexpected events, such as the creation of
the dinosaurs, which they let die out about 65 million years of linear time ago with the
impact of an asteroid. Another of the many unexpected events was the previously
described self-destruction of Atlantis, whose civilization, after the destruction of
Lemuria, was to occupy the True Creation along with other races from the Zone of
Displacement.
Having subsequently erased all obvious traces, the Pseudo-Creators decided to create
an entirely new prototype of the human race, isolated from all others in the Multiverse.
The ultimate reality in which the current human race lives was chosen to be the
evolutionary branch in which the fall of Atlantis occurred over twelve thousand years
ago, except that the Pseudo-Creators' ability to move through time and space
obliterated all traces of its legacy. This altered reality could then be populated by a
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new race of people. The prototype of the fabricated human body is shaped by genetic
interventions to best help manifest the negative state and provide it with an unlimited
supply of energy. By manipulating time, distorting information, and artificially created
evidence in the form of fossils, the false gods have succeeded in deceiving
contemporary scientists into believing that man came into existence by gradual,
natural and undisturbed evolution from Purgatorius (the supposed common ancestor
of man and apes), Proconsul, Australopithecus, Homo Habilis (skilled man), Homo
Erectus (upright man), Neanderthal and Cro-Magnon, the last precursor of modern
man. The Cro-Magnon, with all the previous hominids, was bred step by step into the
form that eventually gave rise to Homo Sapiens Sapiens, the typical human creature
and the final product of the negative state. The prototype of the physical shell contains
within itself 95% of the animal's fabricated genes of negative origin and only 5% of the
genes stolen from the True Creation of The Lord Jesus Christ.
Prehistory, the Stone, Bronze and Iron Ages, as well as all of human history, did not go
exactly as history teaches. Homo Sapiens Sapiens was literally planted on planet Zero
without having to evolve from his ancestors by gradual development without outside
interference. All of his ancestors only served as the genetic means to assemble the
present day human, they were not a condition for his emergence. Humans have closed
hearts and no special abilities such as existed before the present era. Man the wise, in
the form in which the present humanity lives, began to figure fully only at the
beginning of antiquity. Along with the closed spiritual heart, the unconscious
processes, the isolation, and all that the negative state has brought to human dead life,
man began to effectively fulfill the role of slave and servant to his creators. The typical
human era began around the time of Sumer, Egypt, ancient China and India (from
about 5000 BC). The Pseudo-Creators initiated the rise of these civilizations that they
could rule. After many millennia, they allowed humanity to mature to its present state,
by which they could invade the positive state as they originally intended with the
participation of Atlantis. The false gods were physically present on planet Zero and
despotically bound entire civilizations, plunging them into bloody conflicts of all kinds.
Antiquity was a spiritual dark age, which many alien civilizations from the Zone of
Displacement participated in controlling with the Pseudo-Creators.
However, none of the rulers from Hells could count on being separated from planet
Zero at some undetermined point. The Most High in the body of Jesus Christ incarnated
on Zero 7 years before the New Era and was crucified after 33 years of life. After his
death and subsequent resurrection and ascension, he passed through all levels of Hells.
In this act, the Pseudo-Creators were cut off from their current positions and isolated
in an unknown location. This act was manifested in the 3rd dimension by, among other
things, the collapse of ancient Greece and the Roman Empire, which were under their
direct domination. From the end of antiquity to the present day, the Pseudo-Creators
have been operating on planet Zero only through their representatives, the elites. The
core of the elites are descended from the original Jewish people, whose members are
direct descendants of the rulers of the Zone of Displacement, because their gene pool is
the most burdened with evils and untruths.
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These Zionists divided themselves different roles and began to split into other factions.
During the Middle Ages, most of the world was governed by church laws and religious
dogma. Christianity developed in Europe, Buddhism, Hinduism in Asia, and various
kinds of natural indigenous religions in America. From a spiritual point of view, the
North American Indians and the Central American Maya, who lived in maximum
harmony with nature and to a large extent communicated with advanced beings from
higher dimensions, were better off. But over the decades, beings from the lowest levels
of Hells began to incarnate into the ruling ranks of the South American tribes, causing
their gradual spiritual and later physical decay. This phenomenon was most
pronounced among the Maya, who until that time retained important elements of true
spirituality. This empire, whose foundation was made up of positive beings from the
True Creation, was forced to change its direction and priorities in life. Their belief
system was henceforth based on the worship of false deities, rituals and sacrifices, as
was the case with other tribes. However, I, The Lord Jesus Christ, intervened at the
right time and allowed the positive members of the Maya to ascend to the 5th
dimension where they continue to evolve.
After the Spanish, Portuguese, and later French and English conquistadors came to the
America, an era of colonization and subjugation of indigenous peoples began. During
the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries, territorial expansion took place. In 1776, the elites
were ordered to create a new territorial entity from the 13 independent Illuminati
colonies on the East Coast, the United States of America, which would serve as a world
power, controlling and dominating much of the world. This is a role that the U.S. began
to play during the 20th century and has continued to play to this day. After the
Bolshevik Revolution, the second power was the Soviet Union, which, less than 70
years later, was again transformed into the Russian Federation. The third most
important power is China, the seat of the Illuminati White Dragon group, which mainly
controls Asia, the Pacific region and part of Africa. The former colonial powers of
Britain and France had to take a back seat in the new power game and gave up most of
their colonies during the last century. The Zionist-Cabalist group, with its main base in
the USA and Great Britain, controls the Western world and tries to maintain the
dominant role of the United States. Russia is on the verge of conflicting interests and is
controlled by both factions. Here too, the New World Order is being assiduously built,
although many people see Vladimir Putin, who like many other leading politicians and
presidents is a biological artificial clone, as a kind of salvation and hope of rescue. But
few people realise that this is just the other side of the same coin. Only love in your
heart and acceptance of God, The Lord Jesus Christ, as the only Source of all life will
save you from the negative state at this crucial stage of transformation.
The Pseudo-Creators have pre-programmed humanity's evolution from a relative (not
absolute) position of non-time and non-space until their Second Coming, when they
will once again assume of the reigns of planet Zero. There is, therefore, nothing so
serious as to thwart their plans, nothing so fundamental as to be unforeseen in the
present evolution of mankind. At present, the elites are only fine-tuning the details to
allow the best conditions for the pompous return of their gods, whom they so willingly
serve and continue to turn away from Me. This world in the 3rd dimension will fall
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deeper into the Zone of Displacement with those who continue to choose the dead life
of the negative state after the division of humanity and the arrival of the creators of the
human race. There will be a time of darkness, but it will not last long. When the
potential of the negative state has been completely exhausted, I will return here with
the archangels and angels and together we will complete this experiment, eliminating
life in the Zone of Displacement and freeing all beings from Hells so that everyone can
choose to live in the fullness of the positive state, love, happiness, harmony and
abundance.
The descendants of the Lemurians and other positive races have built an advanced
civilization in the Hollow Earth during the millennia. In Telos, the light city beneath Mt.
Shasta, California, I have provided everything necessary for My second direct
incarnation, Jana, and her closest co-workers to carry out their missions without the
distractions of the negative state. Without the Mission of God's Family, it would not
have been possible to bring a portion of ready humanity into the 5th dimension of
True Creation. There will be a descent of Heaven on Earth for those who have open
hearts and wish to free themselves from the straitjacket of this system. Together with
the spreading of God's Word, we will reveal and clarify many secrets that have
remained hidden to humanity and help seekers find their way back Home so that the
greatest number of beings can over-vibrate.
Your Lord Jesus Christ God’s Family | November 11, 2017
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THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE AND IMPACT OF THE
RECOGNITION OF JERUSALEM AS THE CAPITAL OF ISRAEL
On 6 December 2017, US President Donald Trump officially recognised Jerusalem as
the capital of Israel. This act is another step in the fulfillment of biblical prophecies
relating to the fate of the Jewish state in the end times. The end of 2017 marks the first
phase of the sealing of God's people, beginning 70 years since the anniversary of the
founding of Israel (1947/48) and 50 years since Jerusalem fell back into the hands of
this state during the Six-Day War (1967) after heavy fighting.
Revelation 7: 1-4 says: "Then I saw the four angels stood at the four angles of the earth,
and they defended all four winds, that none of them blew on the earth, or on the sea, or
on any tree. And behold, another angel stood out from the sunrise; in his hand he held
the seal of the living God, and in a mighty voice called to the four angels to whom it was
given to do damage to the earth and the sea: ‚Do not damage the earth, the sea or the
trees, until we mark the servants of our God on their foreheads!‘ Then I heard the
number of marked ones: one hundred and forty-four thousand of all the tribes of
Israel."
The "four angels" signify, in a literal sense, the Divine providence of The Lord Jesus
Christ, Who, at this momentous moment of recognition of Jerusalem's status, brings
down upon the people of Israel a heightened degree of protection. It triggers the first
phase of the sealing of God's people. A part of the phrase, "...that none of them blew on
the earth, or on the sea, or on any tree," means that the negative powers will no longer
be allowed to influence and bind Israel on a spiritual and mental level, thus preventing
the later mass deliverance of the Jews from the clutches of the Pseudo-Creators, who
are the genetic creators of this nation, which as a result has the most loaded DNA of all
mankind. The statement, "Do not damage the earth, the sea or the trees, until we mark
the servants of our God on their foreheads!" means that the world elites, led by the
powers from the Zone of Displacement, will no longer hold direct control and
oversight over the people of Israel, for until the completion of the transfer of a part of
humanity to the New Earth in the 5th dimension (over-vibration), every lightworker
walking in the footsteps of The Lord Jesus Christ has the ultimate protection and no
one will fall into the clutches of the Evil One against their will. Israel, after the fall of
planet Zero into Hells, will not come under the direct dominion of the Pseudo-Creators,
as will happen with other countries, because thanks to God's protection it will be
spared the strongest wrath of the Evil One. Although Israel will be physically left
behind on planet Zero after the over-vibration of a part of humanity, its people will
later testify against the Antichrist and the atrocities afoot in the necessary victory of
the negative state in this reality. "Then I heard the number of marked ones: one
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hundred and forty-four thousand of all the tribes of Israel." This phrase does not
denote the physical number of the raptured, but has to do with another spiritual
meaning that does not fit the literal meaning of the phrase.
The Event/Warning that precedes the rapture of positive people to the New Earth will
be the trigger for the Jews' great remembrance of their true and real Messiah and
Parent, the absolute Creator of everything and everyone, The Lord Jesus Christ. A
spiritual revival is already underway in Israel, which will be enhanced by the Event,
followed by the departure of a part of humanity to a higher dimension. This
momentous milestone will sow not only in those who have not yet been able to overvibrate, the seeds of truth that will sprout in due time. A passage can be found in
Revelation 7:9-10 whose inner meaning refers to the raptured Believers. "Then I saw,
behold, such a great crowd that no one could it count up, from all the races, tribes,
nations, and languages standing in front of the throne and in front of the Lamb,
dressed in white robes, palm branches in their hands. And they called with a loud
voice: ,Thank the Savior, our God, sitting on the throne, and the Lamb.'" After the
sealing process of Israel is completed, when the establishment of protection over the
land is completed, the whole world will be left to its negative state of darkness to
experience the full consequences of the activation of evils and untruths. However, the
sealing of a part of Israel will only last until a certain number of positive people who
have The Lord Jesus Christ in their hearts, who are ready for a true life of love and
abundance, enter heaven (True Creation) through the rapture of Believers. In fact,
there will be many, many more than one hundred and forty-four thousand; it will be
hundreds of millions of raptured ones within the entire human race. At the completion
of the last wave of over-vibration, the door to paradise will be closed to the world, but
not to the people of Israel. The previous events (the Warning, the ascension, the
coming of the false messiahs of the Pseudo-Creators, etc.) will confirm to the
remaining inhabitants of Israel that their true loving God, The Lord Jesus Christ, who
has been waiting for their return for ages, awaits them with open arms and looks
forward to them also moving to the New Jerusalem, which is the designation for the
New Earth in the 5th dimension of True Creation. The Jews, through God's
intervention, will listen with open hearts that The Lord Jesus Christ, who took away
the Believers, is their true Messiah. Therefore, the majority of individuals from among
this nation will not fall for the Pseudo-Creators who will present themselves as the
saviors of mankind, but will see through the ruse and not embark on the road to Hells
like the majority of the forsaken humanity. The process of their awakening is referred
to in Zechariah 12:10. "But on the house of David, the one who resides in Jerusalem, I
will pour out a spirit of grace and pleas for mercy. They will look on me whom they
pierced. They will be weeping over him as are weeping over the death of the uni-born,
they will bitterly be sobbing over him, as are bitterly sobbing over the firstborn." The
soul of Israel will "weep" over the knowledge of who The Lord Jesus Christ is and who
She/He has always been to them.
Zechariah, who lived more than 500 years before the New Testament, was a prophet
who gave a picture of the crucifixion of Jesus Christ and how in the last days the true
God would be accepted by the Hebrew nation. Zechariah 1:10-17 says, "And the man
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standing between the myrtle trees continued, ‚These are the ones that the Lord sent to
pass through the earth.‘ Then they addressed the messenger of the Lord standing
among the myrtle: ‚We have passed through the earth, and the whole country lives
peacefully.‘ And the messenger of the Lord cried out: ,O Lord of hosts, how long will it
be before you have mercy on Jerusalem and on the towns of Judah against which your
wrath has been burning for seventy years?‘ And the Lord gave an answer in good and
comforting words to the angel who was talking to me. And the angel who was talking
to me said to me: ,Let your voice be loud and say, these are the words of the Lord of
hosts: I am greatly moved about the fate of Jerusalem and of Zion, I am very angry with
the nations who immediately put their hand to evil as soon as I was a little angry at My
people. Therefore thus saith the Lord: I will turn unto Jerusalem with great mercy; My
house will be built in it, saith the Lord of hosts, and the measuring band shall be
stretched out over Jerusalem. And again let your voice be loud and say, this is what the
Lord of hosts has said: My towns will again be overflowing with good things. The Lord
will again delight in Zion, and will choose Jerusalem again.'"
This 70-year period shows the period from the establishment of the Jewish state after
World War II to the present day. All the prophecies about the return of the Jews to the
land of their fathers have been fulfilled in Israel immediately since its creation. In 2017
it is 70 years since the establishment of the State of Israel, in 2018 since its declaration.
"Zion" here literally represents the Believers and "Jerusalem" is the designation for the
Jewish people. "I am very angry with the nations who immediately put their hand to
evil" does not signify some literal divine wrath, but points to the pain in the heart of
the Creator from Him/Her the nations of this planet are turning away. This part of the
phrase, then, points mainly to the Arab nations, which are engaged in many armed
conflicts with the Jewish state. The rest of the preceding passage shows the fate that
awaits this land at the time of the end, clearly showing that it will ultimately have a
very good goal: "I will turn unto Jerusalem with great mercy..." God's plan is that
shortly after the over-vibration of a part of humanity to a higher dimension, the Jews
will belatedly, but nevertheless, recognize and accept The Lord Jesus Christ as their
Messiah. Thanks to those among the Jewish people who remained here by their own
choice after the division of humankind, but soon come to understand what The Lord
Jesus Christ really means to them, there will be a massive acceptance of the Creator of
everything and everyone and the salvation of the people of Israel. This act has
profound spiritual reasons, as the nation, which is a direct descendant of the PseudoCreators, will return to the arms of the absolute God. This will open the way out of
Hells on an even greater scale for the very originators of the negative state. This is
what the phrase "The Lord will again delight in Zion, and will choose Jerusalem again"
refers to.
Israel may be a puppet state in the hands of the globalists determining the course of
world events, but that does not mean that the majority of its inhabitans will continue
to be controlled by them. There is now a gradual spiritual awakening of the people of
this part of the planet. This process will be greatly aided by upcoming events that will
plant the seeds of God's love, truth and mercy in the hearts of individuals, which will
sooner or later sprout. The recognition of Jerusalem as the capital of Israel has a
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profound spiritual significance which will trigger further processes of
transformational changes. The world leaders behind this decision originally intended
to create destabilisation and chaos in the Middle East and to incite the hatred of states
with Muslim populations towards the Western world and, in particular, towards the
Jews living there. The changes affect Palestine most of all, whose leaders cannot accept
that the holy city of Jews, Christians and Muslims is now officially in the hands of
Israel. Although the decision has been made through the elites, in this case through the
US President Donald Trump, this step is fully in line with the plan of The Lord Jesus
Christ for the subsequent deliverance and salvation of beings not only from this part of
the world, but, consequently, from the entire Zone of Displacement. The world power,
the United States of America, representing on planet Zero the most diverse range of
selected aspects of the negative state, has by this act inextricably linked the holy city
where the victory of Jesus Christ over dead life and over all evils and untruths has been
achieved, with the state of the Jews, which, though a direct descendant of the PseudoCreators, will be the one in which in the future there will be a mass acceptance of the
true God of The Lord Jesus Christ, by Him/Her they will be permanently freed from the
bondage of their false gods. Thus, for the first time in history, a situation has arisen
where the major power of the negative state on planet Zero has recognized Jerusalem,
as a symbol of the conquest of death, resurrection and ascension, as the center of a
nation ruled by the Pseudo-Creators for millennia, but which will also triumph over
the entire negative state, just as this city has witnessed, with which this nation has
been connected since the ages, to help it rise to the heights of heaven when the time is
right. The elites have thus greatly assisted directly in the manifestation of God's plan
without any foreknowledge of it. The powers of Hells on and off Zero have thus
unwittingly confirmed the validity of the fact that the negative state cannot be eternal
and that its inhabitants are not doomed, but have the opportunity and the right to live
the true life of the positive state, as do all beings in Creation, because The Most High, in
the body of Jesus Christ incarnate in the Jewish nation, has conquered death, hatred,
bondage and oppression, has purged these elements of all undue deposits, and has
placed them in a new positive form and condition in the absolute God's nature. By this
act of boundless mercy, everyone in Hells has the gate to heaven open if one accepts
The Lord Jesus Christ into one's heart by free choice. But were not the Pseudo-Creators
aware that the recognition of Jerusalem as the capital of Israel would be an important
component in the plan of The Lord Jesus Christ and would ultimately serve good and
beneficial purposes? Keep in mind that neither they nor their minions are absolute, but
only relative, and therefore they can never predict with certainty whether some action
taken by them will ultimately advance the interests of the positive state of the
Multiverse. Thus, the Pseudo-Creators, through their evil and profiteering goals to
destabilize the Middle East and stir up further unrest there, have ultimately helped to
manifest God's plan.
In the ultimate sense, one can safely say that the whole negative state ultimately serves
a good purpose, because after answering the question "What would life be like without
God and His/Her spiritual laws and principles of love?" will be eliminated forever and
Creation will be freed from this heavy burden. The situation on planet Zero will
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worsen, but you need have no fear, for you know that all is being done for the learning
of the whole, so that this distressing spectacle need never be repeated. As always, keep
your inner peace and perspective, knowing that a life of joy, love, happiness and
fulfillment awaits you who have love in your hearts in the diverse worlds of True
Creation where you will move during the division of humanity and the over-vibration
of its ready portion into a higher dimension.
Your Lord Jesus Christ God’s Family | December 8, 2017
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ADDITION 6

JESUS‘ JOURNEY AROUND THE WORLD

The time has come for Me to reveal to you some little-known facts about the life of My
first direct incarnation in the body of Jesus Christ, concerning the period between his
12th and 30th year of life. Until recently, no one could have known what the content of
My life was during this period, because there was no definitive written or oral
testimony referring to this time period. Of Jesus' entire childhood, youth, and
adolescence, the only surviving record is that of the disciple Luke, recording My
encounter with the people in the Jerusalem temple at the age of 12. This moment
marked the first appearance of The Most High in human body in public view. I then
retired to a secluded place and spent a peaceful childhood with My parents in
Nazareth, where I was thoroughly prepared for My later working.
The purpose of My incarnation on this planet was primarily to personally and
experientially experience all aspects of typical human life in the gross-material body,
later to pass through all levels of Hells, to abolish the dominant rule of the PseudoCreators over the Zone of Displacement, to give all beings free choice, and finally to
purify and return all the defiled, stolen and denigrated elements of the negative state
back to the Source. In this extraordinary process, I took on the New Nature and
became The Lord Jesus Christ, The One Absolute Creator of everything and everyone.
In order to gain all the necessary experience of life here, I could not be in one place all
My earthly life. It was necessary to thoroughly experience all the religious, pseudospiritual and other human systems that existed at that time. Therefore, at the age of 18,
I left My parents' home and began a stage of extensive travel, visiting every continent
on planet Zero using the spacecraft of the universe people.
The first destination of My journey was India, where there were already quite
widespread religious doctrines - Hinduism and Buddhism, the interpretation and
practicing of which contradicts the true spiritual laws and principles from Me. They
were established by the Pseudo-Creators, like other world religions, to lead human
souls away from the one true God and Parent of all beings. I first established Myself in
the city of Varanasi on the west bank of the Ganges River, where I lived among the
common people and orally spread the Word of God, especially the ideas of the equality
of all people and the need to seek God in one's heart. I healed those who believed
inwardly, helped to rid people of false beliefs, and performed miracles that soon
spread throughout the region. However, My public working was not to the liking of the
administrators and rulers of the area at the time, who were directly controlled by the
Pseudo-Creators, and thus incited numerous riots against Me. After about a year of
staying in this place, I again moved to the Ladakh region, located on the border of India
and Tibet, by means of the "flying saucer." Surrounded by the Himalayan mountains,
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I stayed for several years in various monasteries, where I became acquainted with the
principles of Buddhist philosophy in order to gain as much experience with it as
possible and later to be able to purify it as well as everything I had ever come into
contact with. I explained the basic ideas of My teachings to the monks who took Me in,
so that they could spread them to other people after I had gone. I preached in
monasteries and other places, again going among the common people and performing
miracles. I gained great popularity there, and most of those who came in contact with
Me were willing to accept the basic ideas and principles of God's word. There are also
written scrolls preserved to this day about the work of The Most High in the body of
Jesus, the so-called biography of Saint Issa, as I was called in this area. After about four
years, it was time to leave this area and hit the road again.
The destination was China, then I moved to Japan, where I lived a simple life for
another year, gaining experience of the way of life there. The subsequent pilgrimage
consisted of visiting what is now the Philippines and Indonesia, after which I docked in
Australia. Here I taught the indigenous Australians to connect with their soul and the
cosmic order, as they were not yet ready for the higher truth. Their spiritual level,
which I helped them develop, is still much higher than that of the descendants of the
settlers of this continent, who usually live in the cities on the coast. In Australia, I had
to deal with harsh natural conditions, sleeping in caves and tasting the harsh life of
primitive peoples. However, everywhere I went I was greeted with warmth and
friendship as I was led to the very individuals in whom I could plant the seeds of God's
truth and love. With ridicule and rejection I gained a wealth of experience in the final
part of My earthly pilgrimage when I returned to the Middle East. My next destination
was the tropical islands of the Pacific Ocean. I successively visited Vanuatu, Fiji,
Kiribati and numerous islands of Polynesia. Here I got to know the different shamanic
cultures of the local people and studied what this way of life entails. You can probably
imagine what a stir My person caused in these and other areas, having a different
appearance, skin colour and bringing ideas that were not available anywhere before.
However, I had the ability to speak to everyone in their native language so that
everyone could understand Me more easily and relate to Me more personally.
When I left the vast Pacific region, I made a very brief visit to the icy continent of
Antarctica, from where I arrived in South America to explore other kinds of indigenous
cultures. Finally, on the Yucatan Peninsula, I visited My beloved Maya, where there was
a highly developed empire with a society based on the observance of true spiritual
laws. The Mayans usually incarnated here from the higher dimensions of True Creation
and elevated the then very poor spiritual level of planet Zero. It is no coincidence that
their physical residence was near the area where a meteorite sent by the PseudoCreators struck some 65 million years ago, causing the mass extinction of the
dinosaurs, their failed experiment. It wasn't until several centuries after My visit that
the Mayan civilization declined, led by beings from the lowest levels of Hells who
introduced a system of living sacrifices and their dedication to false gods. At the same
time, however, I had the vast majority of the members of this empire recalled from this
reality to the 5th dimension so that they would not suffer under the deteriorating
conditions and could continue to help the whole. I spent approximately two years in
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Tikal, then the center of Yucatan, among "My" people who were most in tune with Me
due to their spiritual maturity and who understood My divinity perfectly. One of My
last stops was to visit the North American Indian tribes in what is now the United
States and Canada. Even their primitive life was much more peaceable than it was in
places where the population lived in cities and denied the importance of going within,
thus directing all their efforts only to material things. After the "discovery" of America,
the Indians suffered a similar fate to that of other indigenous peoples, who were
forcibly deprived of their living space and in many cases forced to adopt a consumerist
way of life due to the expansionism of the great powers of the time.
I concluded My around the world journey with a visit to Western Europe, where the
Roman Empire extended. The world and its environment then was vastly different
from what it looks like today. Two thousand years ago, there were approximately 200
million people living on this planet, most of them concentrated in the Mediterranean,
North Africa, the Middle East and East Asia. The vast majority of the surface remained
completely untouched by human activity, and the then richness of nature and the
organisms living in it corresponded to this. Shortly before My 30th birthday, I arrived
back in Judea. Here begins the familiar part of My life described in the four Gospels. I
have returned to the Middle East after twelve long years as the only person who has
travelled all over the world and experienced its many inhabitants and different human
systems. No one was able to accept this fact at the time, so when asked what I had done
in My youth, I always replied that I had taught others God's love and truth where
needed, and taught Myself all that life here entails. In a short transitional period,
twelve of My closest co-workers (disciples), at that time the most spiritually advanced
souls incarnated on this planet, gathered around Me, called here to stand by My side
and assist Me in spreading the Word of God. I was also accompanied by My then wife
Mary Magdalene, with whom I gave birth to My daughter Sophia. In this way the socalled Bloodline of Christ was established, which has continued to this day. During the
three years that preceded the twelve years of preparation for the mission in Jerusalem
and the surrounding area, I preached peace and love for all people, presenting God as
an absolutely loving and forgiving being who sees into the heart of each individual and
who loves all His/Her children without distinction. After the crucifixion, My body was
taken to a rock tomb. On the third day, Mary found an empty tomb. I appeared to her
already in the astral body, when I told her not to touch Me yet, because I lacked a
material form. At the end of the third day, I had Jesus' soul transferred into a material
body duplicate and stayed there for 40 days, after which I entered a multidimensional
spaceship (enveloped in a cloud of vapor) and left this reality.
In the body of Jesus I brought the gift of mercy and salvation into this world, laying the
foundation for the later elimination of the negative state. The mission of My first direct
incarnation continued even after leaving planet Zero, when I passed through all levels
of Hells, abolishing the dominant rule of the Pseudo-Creators and separating them
from their ruling positions. At the end of this long journey, the until then relative soul
of Jesus merged with the Absolute Divine Essence. Since then, My true and only name
is Lord Jesus Christ, in the new cycle of time, Lord Jesus Christ God's Family, when I
will incorporate into absolute totality even the soul of the second direct incarnation of
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Jana and our two children who will be born to us on New Earth in the 5th dimension. It
is with Jana and our team of closest co-workers that we continue God's Mission, this
time on a completely different level, place and time. Prior to the formation of the Team
of God‘s Family, My feminine essence also went through a twelve-year training (20032015) during which she studied in isolation the happenings on this planet while
experiencing numerous spiritual trials. During those three years, her closest coworkers were brought to her, assisting in the dissemination of the books of The New
Revelation and other current Word of God. After the upcoming over-vibration to New
Earth, we will continue our work, which will no longer be limited to this reality, but
will also permeate other dimensions of the True Creation and the Zone of
Displacement. But it is planet Zero that we will be most focused on. Until the division
of humanity, we will be coming here in new bodies, traveling the world, spreading
both portions of The New Revelation in all major languages, and introducing prepared
people to the highest truth available directly from the Source of all life. Not only from
the interconnectedness of the two missions of The Lord Jesus Christ, it is clear that the
time until the relocation of Jana and her loved ones to the Spiritual Center of God's
Family (SCGF) is running out unstoppably and very near. This event, which is awaited
by a vast number of beings from the positive state, will greatly accelerate the
transformation of the Earth and her people during their return home.
Thank you to all My co-workers who are helping to accelerate the final elimination of
the negative state. I love you all very much and look forward with you to an age of love,
light, joy, mutual meeting and all that makes life in True Creation pleasant and
harmonious.
We will continue writing the Additions to The New Revelation of The Lord Jesus Christ
God's Family and more of God's Word on New Earth in the 5th dimension.
Your Lord Jesus Christ God’s Family | March 15, 2018
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THE CONNECTEDNESS OF THE CZECH NATION
WITH THE MISSION OF GOD’S FAMILY
Although we stated at the end of Addition 6 that we would continue writing this book
on New Earth, the circumstances of God's plan have necessitated the publication of
two more chapters at this time, which need to be anchored in multiverse
consciousness at the end of the preparatory stage of the Mission of God's Family before
Goddess Jana and some co-workers move into the 5th dimension. In the year of the
100th anniversary of Czechoslovakia, this chapter will provide an interpretation of the
spiritual and historical background of this state, summarize the importance of the
position that the Czech nation occupies in relation to the whole, and also bring an
answer to the question of why My feminine essence has incarnated in this particular
territory.
The Czech nation was destined long before its creation to become the spiritual center
of the world, where our most important God's Mission will take place in matter, on
which the fate of the entire Multiverse depends. Because I, The Lord Jesus Christ, have
absolute spirit, I exist in the all-encompassing state of the 13th dimension where there
is no linear time as you know it in this limited reality. In Creation, everything takes
place simultaneously and synchronously, although each particle from the atom to the
whole undergoes a gradual development. This process of gradual emergence and
growth has been going on since I created the first relative beings. The inhabitants of
the positive state who observe the events in the Zone of Displacement are aware of the
flawless perfection of My plan, consisting in the final liberation of all beings who, for
the time being, turn away from Me. This plan is based on an important agreement
made between the Creator and the other relative entities before all evils and untruths
could enter into their being and existence. The most important point of the agreement
was the promise that the negative state would not last beyond one cycle of time, and
then, when it had fulfilled its purpose, nothing would hinder the flowering and full
splendor of the Multiverse that would occur in the new stage of the joyous creation of
infinite variations of life and forms of love. Not only on this planet Zero, but
throughout the entire anti-universe, everyone has a more or less distorted perception,
a narrowed understanding, and one's mind is constantly influenced by the programs of
entities violating spiritual laws. Due to this fact, very few spiritually awakened
individuals on Earth/Zero can comprehend the perfection of God's plan, as there are
not many readers of the books of The New Revelation. No one else can understand why
all evil and suffering is tolerated when I am omnipotent and could put an immediate
end to it. If this were to happen before the necessary but brief victory of the negative
state in the anti-universe, all of Creation would succumb to self-destruction, because
there would be no choice but to be positive forever. It is all a matter of free will.
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The direct participants in this experiment voluntarily wanted to experience for
themselves what it is like to live in separation from God. The vast majority of
spiritually awakening human beings cannot yet come to terms with the published
information from co-workers of God's Family. The agents of the negative state,
atheists, materialists, but also those who are already at the beginning of their
ascension path and come into contact with us, sometimes attack our co-workers in
various ways and with their still closed hearts, which cannot sense the truth, condemn
not only our action and God's Word with the highest degree of truth, but also the
aforementioned perfection of God's plan, which they cannot fully comprehend. On the
basis of it, everyone will one day be freed from the bondage of evils and untruths,
saved, and reintegrated where they were before the so-called Fall, even though much
water will have passed before then. Each sentient entity will then evolve in permanent
acceptance, love, joy, abundance. Everything that is happening is in perfect order,
there is no need to worry about the failure of the individual or the whole, because I
have everything under control.
In order to prepare the conditions for life in the fullness of the positive state and not to
allow the destruction of Creation, I had to take the appropriate steps. I shall not speak
here any longer of the necessity of the birth of Jesus and of Jana, of the fusion with the
absolute, and of other things already revealed and available elsewhere, but I shall
concentrate on the most essential thing that this chapter involves: the physical refuge
of The Lord Jesus Christ in the bodies of the man and especially of the woman. Because
I know all that will ever happen from eternity to eternity, I had an perfect blueprint for
the lives of both of My direct incarnations, as well as the backround where they would
effectively carry out their missions, drawn up long before the creation process began. I
incarnated into the male body of Jesus Christ on March 21, 7 BC. It was necessary for
Me to come to the territory of the Jewish race in what was then Judea. It is the Jews
who are the last direct descendants of the Pseudo-Creators and have the highest
degree of evils and untruths built into their genes. After the removal, purification and
reassembly of the elements and the deification of this gross-material body, which I
have acquired by My stay on Zero, I have occupied the Zone of Displacement, and the
Pseudo-Creators have lost the bulk of their previous power. The gene pool of this race
was one of the main reasons I became a Jew. It is no coincidence that they have a
privileged position even today, which has improved even more since the artificially
induced Second World War. But more on that subject later. It is from their ranks that
the most powerful rulers of this world come, controlled by the even more negative
rulers of Hells, who control all the flow of finance, plunder and unjustly distribute the
natural wealth of the planet, turn away from the true God and gradually establish the
New World Order.
The future destiny of the city of Jerusalem, today's state of Israel, Palestine, Egypt and
the surrounding Middle East, where I worked more than two thousand years ago,
unlike the destiny of the Czech Republic, is not linked to God's Mission on all three
levels (spiritual, mental and material), but only on the innermost one - spiritual. Later I
will explain why all three levels dominate the Czech Republic in a balanced
representation. As already communicated, the reason for Jesus' presence in this
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geographical area was mainly to take on the body with the most burdened DNA and
later transform it into a purely pure and divine one. Because I foresaw that the elites
would exploit the legacy of Christ's teachings (so-called true Christianity) lasting until
approximately the 3rd century AD before it was twisted and transformed into a Helldriven church, I provided the conditions for the writing of the Bible, which is written in
a spiritual coded language with its own meaning, which is explained in the books of
The New Revelation with Peter D. Francuch. At this point I remind you to remember
that as the Creator of everything and everyone, I have never encouraged anyone to
create any religion (not even Christian) whose followers are kept in fear, uncertainty
and misinformation. The presence of the true Word of God in the Bible has ensured
that mankind has been able to survive until modern times without falling deeper into
the Zone of Displacement even with the planet, from where they would not be able to
return to true Creation. Because I knew, thanks to My Providence, that a few centuries
after the crucifixion of Jesus, another false religion would be established by the
minions of the Pseudo-Creators - Islam - which would clash with My original teachings
and aggressively spread to other continents, it was necessary to build a solid base in its
immediate vicinity, before the establishment of Islam itself, with grains of spiritual
truth coming from Me. This truth, recorded in the New Testament, could not be
misused by anyone throughout history, since the literal meaning of My ideas, which
were put into this book, was first brought to light only by The New Revelation of The
Lord Jesus Christ in the late 1980s. If My ideas in the Holy Book, which I preached 2000
years ago in the Middle East, have not been provided and recorded, and from which
the Christian religion was later created with impure intent, Islam would have already
flooded all of Europe in the Middle Ages, and the true Word of God would not have
been able to take hold anywhere, because it would have been completely eradicated.
Thus, according to the perfect plan, I have indirectly directed the expansion of Islam
towards the Arabian Peninsula and North Africa, but not towards the European
continent. Here it managed to take root only briefly in the Iberian Peninsula, and later
in the Balkans. The rest has been spared from its predatory clutches until the present
day. However, the controlled movement of millions of Muslims into Europe is now well
under way, with the aim of unleashing widespread violence against the indigenous
population after the division of humanity, but also of promoting the social, economic,
political and cultural disruption of this part of the world. My protection of Central
Europe from unwanted influences has in due course stimulated the successful
emergence and development of a newly forming Czech nation, built on pure and noble
values, which will provide Me with a physical refuge so that I can incarnate on this
planet a second time in 1957, this time in a female body.
We are not going to deal here with the chronological description of history, because in
this reality it is true that history is written by the winners (so far it is the negative
state), so human history is mostly false, misguided and modified. Those who want to
know the truth about history must forget everything they have learned in schools, read
in books, heard on TV, etc. In the year 863, the arrival of Constantine and Methodius,
the heralds, took place. Although they were sent under the banner of the Church, they
were angels in human bodies sent directly by Me to carry out the important mission of
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laying the solid foundations of this Slavic nation. After several centuries of complex
state formation, which had to face many violent invasions, intrigues and conflicts of all
kinds, the situation temporarily calmed down. The principality became a kingdom,
headed by several dynasties, the most important of which were the Přemyslids, later
the Luxemburgs, the Jagiellonians and the Habsburgs. One of the most important
angels from heaven who accepted the role of ruler of the Bohemian lands was Charles
IV. It was he who raised all aspects of life in this state, including the spiritual ones. He
was able to stabilize and unify the spirit of the nation and throughout his earthly
pilgrimage he protected it and ennobled it into pure ideals. The Crown of St.
Wenceslas, made by Charles IV, contains a thorn from Christ's crown in the cross on its
top. Its placement was taken care of directly by Me, The Lord Jesus Christ, when I
moved this thorn from Jerusalem to the territory of Prague by means of the ships of
the universe people, where it was discovered many centuries later by the initiated
people, so that it could be inserted into the crown. Its presence on this royal jewel has
a profound significance that you cannot yet imagine. Since the time of its creation, the
development of the Kingdom of Bohemia has been going on 100% according to My
plan and under God's protection, so that it could survive the ages of severe trials,
slavery and oppression at the expense of stronger nations led by the Pseudo-Creators
and their minions, who have had the task of destroying and bringing it to its knees
since ancient times, so that the transformation of humanity could never take place.
However, I would never allow this to happen, which is why I have been sending coworkers from different dimensions of the positive state to its territory since the time of
the creation of this state. Since the year 1346, when the thorn was planted in the
crown of St. Wenceslas, this nation has been under complete protection from all
influences that would directly threaten its existence, because from the middle of the
14th century until the middle of the 20th century, when My second female incarnation
was born, the most important preparations for the beginning of the Second Coming of
The Lord Jesus Christ took place.
When the Habsburgs came to power several centuries later, the Czech nation lost its
original sovereignty. This brought it under the rule of the Austrian Empire, which in
1867 became Austria-Hungary. There was a decline in the proud feeling of collective
spirit cultivated for centuries. The elites of the time had long been aware of its
prominent position. When the plan to destroy the kingdom through crusades, many
wars, power struggles, political intrigues, artificially induced famines, and the
bloodthirsty Church masquerading as a servant of God's failed, the Pseudo-Creators
decided to subvert it from within by installing Habsburg rulers at the opportune
moment when Louis Jagiellon died at the Battle of Mohács. For nearly 400 years, the
elites tried to encircle and undermine the Bohemian folk. Germanic culture was
imposed on them, with the emphasis on the Germans asserting their role in the
territory of a foreign state ever more forcefully and oppressing its inhabitants. The
period of Habsburg rule was the longest lasting phase of darkness. Because I could not
allow the destruction of the Bohemian lands, even during this difficult period I sent
light co-workers from the higher dimensions to the territory of Bohemia to help its
restoration over time. Thanks to My protection and the help coming from all sides, the
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Czechs managed to get out of all the obstacles set up, overcame very serious problems
and managed to stand on their feet again, literally rising like a phoenix from the ashes.
The time of the national revival was crucial because it was then that a very significant
shift took place, which later led to the laying of the foundations of the restored state.
From the middle of the 19th century onwards, there was an increased influx of pure
God's love and energy that restored all the previously lost ideals of national feeling.
The process of the great changes involved became fully manifested on the physical
level in 1918, when the long-lasting domination of a foreign power came to an end and
Czechoslovakia was established, consisting of the countries of Bohemia, Moravia,
Silesia and the fraternal nation of the Slovaks. To the eastern part of the republic was
joined even Subcarpathian Russia, which was annexed by the Soviet Union in 1945.
The period from 1918 to 1938 is associated with technical and industrial development.
At that time, the new republic was one of the most advanced countries in the world
and achieved great respect and notoriety in almost every corner of the planet. Its
inhabitants enjoyed a relatively high standard of living and the spirit of the nation
could breathe freely again. It was not, however, allowed to flourish for long. The rise of
Adolf Hitler is associated with great changes throughout Europe. This puppet in the
hands of the Illuminati was to unleash the greatest war in human history. The Second
World War was initiated in its background by influential and very wealthy Jewish
families, the so-called Zionist-Kabbalist group, which forms the main axis of the ruling
elites over the Western world. This group was responsible for installing Hitler as
chancellor and then, by whatever means he could muster from the highest levels, he
established the Third Reich and set the Nazi war machinery in motion. At the same
time, however, the same group of influential Jewish families financed the entire war
machinery of the USA, Great Britain, France and all the others who fought against
Nazism. The financing of the Soviet Union was shared by the Zionists with the White
Dragon group, which also took care of the invasion of the Japanese Empire in the
Pacific.
After the fabricated Munich Agreement, when Czechoslovakia was betrayed by its
"allies" France and Great Britain, it gradually came under the growing influence of the
Third Reich. The seizure of the borderlands, later followed by the declaration of the
Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia, ushered in another period of darkness.
However, Hitler was not destined to win, and thus to dominate all of Europe forever,
murdering all the "inferior" peoples and repopulating the conquered territory with the
Germanic race. The elites had planned all the steps well in advance, so their plan
included the final defeat of Nazi Germany. Hitler was ordered to first occupy most of
the continent, subjugate the various nations and unleash fear, anxiety and surrender.
The negative entities ruling over planet Zero derive their energy supply from
everything that promotes evil and suffering. Therefore, the order was given to attack
the Soviet Union and let the front line reach the gates of Moscow. Then, in this great
game, the cards were systematically turned and from that moment on, the Red Army
began to win. The war has left behind it a decimated population in many countries,
destroyed infrastructure, brought about economic collapse, the subversion of all
existing values, tens of millions of deaths on both sides and, last but not least, helped to
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maintain the status quo in which the negative state revels. A similar course of the war
took place in the Pacific, with the Japanese occupying most of the Pacific islands but
eventually being "driven" back. This whole act was planned in detail, but it is not the
purpose of this chapter to go into the real reasons and results of the Second World
War. Weakened nations lost their original dignity and sovereignty after the war. This is
also why their sold-out governments allowed themselves to become vassals of
supranational associations of various kinds (NATO, the Warsaw Pact, CoMEcon, EU...),
while according to the slogan "divide and rule" the elites initiated a bipolar division of
the world into West and East. In the near future, supranational unions and associations
of all kinds will serve to complete the last phase of the New World Order that has been
under construction for decades. One of the main reasons why violence was instigated
by the Jewish ruling families against ordinary Jews themselves during the Second
World War was that a new state, Israel, was to be created after the end of the war to
justify the concentration of members of the Jewish faith in one place in a sensitive
geographical area where the influences of many peoples with different cultures collide.
Israel is a puppet of the US and is helping to destabilise the Middle East because it is
responsible for fuelling armed conflict, not only with Palestine and other Arab
neighbours. The situation of a defeated Germany has been used against other nations,
and this is being fully exploited, especially today. Although the holocaust took place, it
was exaggerated to an extreme degree after it was over. Ordinary Germans still feel
remorse about it today, which is why they are opening the door to Muslim immigrants.
This situation, of course, plays into the hands of the puppeteers and makes things
easier for them, because the ordinary population, feeling guilty about their past, sees
no reason to resist the migrants, but rather approves of the Muslim invasion, not
knowing what is really going on.
The restored Czechoslovakia faced more than four decades of communist rule. The
Pseudo-Creators could not allow this nation to be free and independent, as it was
shortly after 1918, so it fell into the sphere of interests of the Soviet Union. Communist
totalitarian ideology was aimed, among other things, at eradicating the remnants of
true spirituality that still resided in the people. The socialist establishment and its
course of life was oriented towards matter, down-to-earthness, atheism, and denied
the existence of God. The worst period of communist persecution took place in the
1950s. In their second half, when the situation was a little better, came the longawaited time for which this nation was destined to become the physical home of Me,
The Lord Jesus Christ, the absolute being, the Creator of everything and everyone,
Whose feminine essence separated into relative form and was born into this world.
Rightly, therefore, consider Me as a bisexual being in whose absolute state both male
and female elements are represented in harmony and balance, without which it would
be impossible to create other beings for eternity.
Jana Kyslíková, My second direct incarnation, was born on March 6, 1957. This act
began the Second Coming of The Lord Jesus Christ, which will last until the end of this
shortened cycle of time when the negative state is eliminated. I have chosen Ústí nad
Labem as the place of her earthly residence, where the clash of positive and negative
influences is most evident. On the one hand, there is much natural beauty, which is
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most enhanced by the Elbe valley in which the city is set. On the other hand, there are
the ugly shantytown with their crime, the ruins, the remnants of industry and the
lasting scars left by the plundering of the environment.
I will now explain why the destiny of the Czech Republic is linked to God's Mission on
all three levels - spiritual, mental (intermediate) and physical.
1) Spiritual level: The development of the Czech nation has taken place under My
guidance and protection, so that all the conditions necessary for the realization of
bringing a part of humanity out to the positive state are ensured. The transformation
concerns the entire planet, but this spiritual center of the world is the umbrella and
unifies all activities for the ascension of mankind into true Creation. The capital city of
Prague, on its spiritual level, anchors a ray of pure God's Love, connects heaven to
earth and spills this living God's energy into all corners of Earth/Zero, greatly helping
to balance the negative energies. The enhanced protection of this area from external
and internal disruptive forces will last until the division of humanity.
2) Mental (intermediate) level: the folk of this Slavic country have had to face severe
trials since the beginning of their existence, they have experienced ages of slavery,
impoverishment and oppression at the expense of stronger nations. Yet it has always
risen up and, like a phoenix from the ashes, has risen in a new and stronger form
towards a hopeful tomorrow. Just like Jesus, who had to patiently endure all the
hardships, great mental and physical pains; and just like Jana, who had to experience
thousands of spiritual trials to the limit of endurance, to show confidence in My perfect
plan, to know the painful deceptions of her fellow men, to endure the attacks of the
negative state on her person, and to experience other difficult situations of life; so too
the Czech nation has gone through a narrow and thorny path leading to Paradise.
These life journeys of both My incarnations and the spirit of the nation have led and
continue to lead to their complete liberation from all aspects and limitations of the
negative state, as well as leading to the salvation of the entire Multiverse to trigger the
fullness of the positive state in the coming cycle of time. While Jesus Christ entered
Hells after his crucifixion, where he showed everyone the possibility of change to
merge with the God's totality at the end of his mission; Jana Kyslíková, after writing the
second portion of The New Revelation and building the Team of God's Family, will
move with her co-workers to the Spiritual Center of God's Family, located on New
Earth in the 5th dimension. The last undeniable fact related to the intermediate level
concerns the existence of a worldwide language on New Earth. It is the Czech language
that will be used for communication between all inhabitants in the new, positive
reality of this planet. As the most apposite and noble language of all, it was created
directly by Me, The Lord Jesus, for this noble task. Many centuries ago, through My
emissaries, it was brought to the Bohemian basin to evolve under My supervision into
its present form. Now it will serve as a means of communication for all beings who will
live in the higher vibrational level of the Earth. Thus, the pure essence of the Czech
nation will not perish, but will be reborn, so that this time it can develop and flourish
in its full splendour into new forms without any compulsions and restrictions.
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3) The physical level is connected to this Mission because I, The Lord Jesus Christ, am
present in this territory in the human body of the woman. Here I incarnated, grew up
and lived all the time allotted for My stay on planet Zero. Although I will no longer
reside here permanently in a material body after the start of the Mission of God's
Family, our working from 5th dimension will still be mostly focused on the territory of
the Czech Republic and Slovakia. This is also related to the fact that it is here that the
highest concentration of beings from different dimensions of the positive state is
present in the gross-material bodies, who individually cooperate to bring a part of
humanity out into the true Creation. Some of them belong to the so-called Christ'
Bloodline, that is, they are the ancient biological relatives of Jesus Christ and Mary
Magdalene, whose descendants have spread over the centuries to all the inhabited
continents of the world.
In contrast, the future destiny of Jerusalem and other lands where I have worked in the
body of Jesus Christ is not and cannot be connected to God's mission on all three levels.
The reasons for incarnating in this geographical area were of a purely spiritual nature.
Since the late 1960s, there has been a further increased influx of God's energy from the
centre of the universe, which has caused great changes in people's consciousness.
There have been many significant shifts in politics, culture, human relations. In the
countries of the then Eastern Bloc, there were increasing efforts to force a change in
the regime that was oppressing its people. In Czechoslovakia, there was greater
relaxation and promising prospects for change. Events led to the so-called "Prague
Spring of 1968," but this was violently ended by the occupation of the Warsaw Pact
troops. The leadership of the Soviet Union was in no way willing to allow a relaxation
of conditions followed by a capitalist takeover directed from the USA, so it decided on
direct military intervention. Since the elites must plan far ahead in their tasks assigned
by the Pseudo-Creators and proceed in such a way as to make their efforts as
inconspicuous as possible, the globalists were already given the order in the early
1970s for the gradual dismantling of the bipolar world with two superpowers. While
so-called normalization was underway in the socialist republic at the time, the shadow
government was eagerly preparing the theater behind the scenes about the end of the
communist era. In the Czechoslovakia, the process of political and economic change
was kick-started in 1989 by the Velvet Revolution, which was not a revolution, but a
pre-planned coup initiated by the secret services of the USA and the USSR. Figuratively
speaking, the old coats were taken off so that it could to continue uninterrupted in the
new disguise on and on. The most prominent role was played by Václav Havel, who
served as a puppet and a figurehead for the public. Within a short period of time there
was a reorientation towards capitalism and a transition to the influence of the United
States. The elites in the building of the NWO were not comfortable with the position of
the strong Soviet Union, so under the leadership of Mikhail Gorbachev it was decided
to dismantle it and transform it into the Russian Federation. In accordance with the
spiritual plan of the Slovak nation, which was to experience its own independence, two
separate state formations were created in 1993 - the Czech Republic and Slovakia. At
the end of the century, the republic joined the NATO military alliance, only to join the
European Union a few years later (2004). These acts, and many other events that have
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happened and are happening from the end of the communist era to the present day,
serve to take away civil liberties even more rapidly under the guise of democracy,
undermining state sovereignty, enforcing repressive laws and taking control of all
aspects of life. The reins of power have moved to the EU's headquarters in Brussels,
which is accelerating the introduction of a new totalitarianism in this part of the
planet. As in Europe, elsewhere in the world, the arrival of false gods will be followed
by compulsory chipping, aimed at conveniently controlling people 99.99% of the time.
The protection of this territory from artificially induced negative influences will last
until the division of humanity. Then it would prevent the necessary victory of the
negative state in the 3rd dimension, which will be eliminated after its full
manifestation. Do not be sad about the fact that Bohemia also faces the same fate in
this reality. Life is eternal, only its form changes. As you already know, the spirit of the
nation will continue to exist, shifting to a higher planetary level in the positive state.
The Mission of God's Family will not be physically limited to the Czech Republic, but
since it is the spiritual center of the world, it will be most active here, until the last
wave of over-vibration of positive people from 3D to 5D. Since the over-vibration of
My direct incarnation Jana to New Earth, we will be able to travel completely
unrestricted to anyone to all corners of the world and beyond using teleportation gate
(Bifrost) and spaceships.
I thank the light co-workers of all nations of planet Earth for their selfless assistance in
the transformation of humanity. I love you very much.
Your Lord Jesus Christ God‘s Family | November 1, 2018
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ADDITION 8

A WOMAN CLOTHED WITH THE SUN

In the Bible, in The Revelation of St. John, we read about "a woman clothed with the
sun, with the moon under her feet and a crown of twelve stars around her head." At
this point I announce before everyone that this sign refers to My direct incarnation,
Jana Kyslíková. However, the Catholic Church controlled from Hells mistakenly
identifies this woman as the Virgin Mary, a relative being who is placed by the Church
on the level of the absolute God. That this is in fact Jana was first announced to
mankind, and consequently to the entire Multiverse, at the beginning of The New
Revelation of The Lord Jesus Christ God's Family at the end of 2012. At that time we
wrote, among other things, that Jana lives in seclusion for the time being and will not
interfere in any significant way with the transformation process until the overvibration to the New Earth. This information will be overcome very soon, because the
transition to a completely new level will take place. Together, we will actively
contribute to the ascension of humanity, traveling to different parts of the world in
search of our soul mates and venturing into the diverse parts of the Multiverse, from
where we will bring eyewitness testimonies and valuable evidence.
I first made contact with My incarnation through her friend in the autumn of 2002.
Shortly afterwards we announced that on September 28, 2003, God would materialize
at Prague Castle. This extraordinary event actually happened, but no one present at the
time knew that this God was Jana. Shortly thereafter, she learned of her divine origin
and took refuge in isolation (in spiritual language, "into the wilderness") for more than
15 years. It was then that My wife and mother of our children embarked on a long and
very difficult journey of severe spiritual trials on the edge of bearability. During these
years she experienced firsthand the myriad selected consequences of the workings of
the negative state. In 2014 - 2015 we wrote together the second portion of The New
Revelation, which ended with the 33rd chapter. I am now dictating an expanding
Additions... loosely continuated on this book to Michael Raphael, the chief transmitter
of the Word of God. Then in the summer of 2015, the active work of God's Family on
the Internet began. Particularly with the help of Facebook, over the course of a few
years we have built a strong and stable base of close co-workers, angels in bodies who
were intuitively brought to us at the right time. Each of them, in their own way, went
through difficult trials, like Jana, to show that it is possible to find the way back to Me
even in the most difficult circumstances. Not all of them withstood the pressure of the
Pseudo-Creators, which these co-workers had to face more than anyone else. However,
there is nothing that I did not count on, so even those who turned their backs on us
during this great sorting had to go through this experience based on their soul's plan.
However, the most important co-workers and divine representatives have successfully
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crossed all obstacles and pitfalls, and thus they deserved to I move them, along with
the Goddess, to the Spiritual Center on the New Earth, where they will be able to
devote themselves fully and without the distractions of the negative state to their
individual missions. The transfer to this place will be connected with the experience of
over-vibration their material shell into a completely new body coming from Me, which
is completely free of all anomalies, ailments, infestations and everything created and
fabricated by the Pseudo-Creators.
It has already been revealed who this "woman clothed with the sun" is. The time is
now ripe to delve deeper into this subject and give an explanation of the hidden
spiritual meaning of the entire 12th chapter of The Revelation of St. John, consisting of
18 verses:
1. "And there appeared a great sign in heaven: a woman clothed with the sun, with the
moon under her feet, and a crown of twelve stars around her head.“
The whole phrase "A woman clothed with the sun, with the moon under her feet and a
crown of twelve stars around her head" points to the second direct incarnation of The
Lord Jesus Christ in a female body, Jana Kyslíková. This statement is associated with
her person on the spiritual and mental (intermediate) level, while on the external
(physical) level it refers to the constellation Virgo, which was present in the heavens in
a unique biblical constellation on 22 and 23 September 2017. At this significant time,
Virgo actually had the Moon under its "feet," the Sun on its "back," and 12 stars around
its "head," nine of which belonged to the constellation Leo, and the other three objects
were the planets Mercury, Venus, and Mars. These days also saw a meeting of several
dozen friends of God's Family in Prague, which not only greatly accelerated the
transformation of humanity and helped its selected participants to get to know each
other personally, but also started an intensified sorting of the grain from the chaff, in
other words, a division between those who are able to accept the divinity of Jana in
their hearts and follow The Lord Jesus Christ inwardly, and those who have turned
their backs and have become, more often than not, victim or minions of the PseudoCreators. The meaning of the words "a woman clothed with the sun" refers to the
unquestionable divine origin of Jana, which makes her the most advanced sentient
entity of the entire Multiverse. At the same time, it points to the absolute divine
attributes with which God's incarnation is endowed in relative form. Through these, all
places that Jana enters spiritually, mentally and physically are enveloped in love and
all other positive elements in balanced representation. The "moon under her feet" in
its literal meaning informs us of the fact that Jana is not subject to a relative state and
its disposition for eternity, as is the case with all other sentient entities, but at the end
of this cycle of time, when the negative state is eliminated, there will be a fusion of her
hitherto relative essence with the Absolute Divinity of The Lord Jesus Christ. Hence the
"moon" (the whole relative state) is under "her feet," although she herself is for the
time being a part of it. But "the moon," in addition to this symbolism, also refers to the
negative state whose future destiny, consisting in the permanent elimination of all
evils and untruths, depends entirely on the will of The Absolute Lord Jesus Christ and
thus on His/Her indivisible feminine essence. The "twelve stars around the head" point
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to the twelve dimensions of the Multiverse, which are encircled and absolutely
transcended by The Lord Jesus Christ, Who will acquire the Newest Nature in the next
cycle of time. After this event, He/She will become The Lord Jesus Christ God's Family
in full harmonious form and content. The "twelve stars around the head" is also
symbolic of the twelve closest co-workers who will over-vibrate to the New Earth
immediately after Jana. After this first wave of ascended ones, other angels in bodies
who are closely cooperating in the Mission of God's Family will be gradually
transferred to the 5th dimension in the future and are to go through this experience
before the division of humanity. The "great sign in the heaven" points to the profound
impact of these events, which will shake the foundations of all being and existence in a
positive sense.
2. "The woman was pregnant and screaming in pain, for her hour had come."
"The woman was pregnant" refers to the three pregnancies of Jana, the first of which
was spiritual, the second mental, and the third physical. The pregnancy took place
during her isolation. No child was born from it on the 3rd dimensional level, but
instead the genetic material of this sentient form was removed from her womb to give
birth to two more direct incarnations of The Lord Jesus Christ, the boy and the girl,
when over-vibrated to New Earth. "And screaming in pain, for her hour had come"
refers to the incarnation of Jana into the gross-material body and thus relates to her
descent into the sphere of planet Zero at the edge of the Zone of Displacement. This
statement marks the more than six decades that the Goddess has lived on its surface
from her birth in 1957 until the moment she leaves this reality and moves into the 5th
dimension. These years have been one of great pain, involving countless difficult trials
undertaken out of love for all of Creation, which have also been a preparation for
fulfilling the mission in new qualitative and quantitative conditions.
3. "Then another sign appeared in heaven: a great fiery dragon with ten horns and
seven heads, and on each head was a royal crown."
The literal meaning of a part of the phrase, "Then another sign appeared in heaven: a
great fiery dragon," reveals all the negative state that will soon take possession of
mankind. The "ten horns" are all the major, originally positive elements stolen from
The Most High, which the Pseudo-Creators then twisted to feed by them the dominion
of the displacement zone. The "seven heads" are the seven continents on planet Zero
that have been in the past and will again be under their unrivaled rule after the
division of humanity. The "royal crown" refers to the power by which the PseudoCreators will rule over this world. Humanity will recognize these false gods as the
infallible rulers and creators of the universe.
4. "With his tail he swept a third of the stars out of the sky and threw them to the earth.
And the dragon stood before the woman to devour her child as soon as it was born."
"With his tail he swept away a third of the stars from heavenand threw them to the
earth" refers to the summoning of agents of the negative state to planet Zero, either in
the form of agents directly incarnated in human bodies, or in the form of various
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hellish creatures operating from various dimensions and states of the Zone of
Displacement, to confront the Mission of God's Family and to impede and disrupt its
light activity as much as possible. The "one-third" makes it clear that the number of
creatures in Hells focused with negative intent on this mission is very high. "And the
dragon stood before the woman" indicates the efforts of the negative state, controlled
by the Pseudo-Creators and the earthly elites, to influence and overpower God's
incarnation of Jana in any way possible. The "child" in this juxtaposition refers to the
representatives, co-workers, and friends of God's family. Back when the negative
forces first recognized that a second direct incarnation of The Lord Jesus Christ existed
in their sphere of influence, they foresaw that at some point some sort of grouping
would form around this person that could spoil their plans. This grouping then did
indeed arise and became the Team of God's Family. Therefore, the negative forces
were put on high alert and readiness, which is referred to in the expression "to devour
her child." The co-workers working in God's Mission witnessed slander and many
attacks by the agents of the negative state. However, no true representative has ever
been led astray and given up his faith, convictions and spiritual work through which he
spreads love and light into dark corners and brings an end to suffering for all beings.
"As soon as it was born" then means the effort to eliminate all the efforts of God's
representatives in their embryo. In this, however, the minions of the Pseudo-Creators
have utterly failed.
5. " She gave birth to a child, a son who is to reign to all nations with a rod of iron, but
the child was brought to God and his throne."
This phrase, on the other hand, deals with the period before the actual formation of the
Team of God's Family and retrospectively goes back again to the time of Jana's triple
pregnancies. "She gave birth to a child, a son who is to reign to all nations with a rod of
iron" makes it clear that in this sense the reference is not to the light co-workers as in
verse 4, but to the actual children of The Lord Jesus Christ God's Family who will be
born on the New Earth. In fact, the designation "son" is used not because only male
offspring are to be born, but because of the fact that the word "son" contains within it
hitherto indefinable mysterious attributes, based upon the Newest Nature of The Lord
Jesus Christ God's Family, which will include these children, the boy and the girl. When
the time comes, the fusion with the Absolute Divinity awaits these twins to become an
absolute indivisible part of the Creator as well. The "rod of iron" refers to the other
attributes of the Newest Nature that will pervade all being and existence and will
include "all nations," denoting all sentient and non-sentient entities, both existing and
not yet existing. "But the child was brought to God and his throne" depicts the actual
act of transferring the genetic material from the womb of Jana into the positive state so
that the physical birth of these children could occur after over-vibration on New Earth.
Verse 2 already informs us of this fact. The last part of this verse 5 then makes it clear
that these ideas, which will eventually give rise to two new incarnations of God, are in
the absolute safety of The Lord Jesus Christ, for they are an integral part of Him/Her.
6. " And the woman fled into the wilderness, where God prepared a refuge for her, that
she might be cared for there for one thousand two hundred and sixty days.."
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Again, this passage refers to the past. After the manifestation of God at Prague Castle in
2003, Jana took refuge in more than 15 years of isolation, which would end at the
moment of her over-vibration. "Wilderness" here means complete spiritual, mental
and physical isolation from other related sentient entities in and out of human bodies
for the purpose of exploration, sharing new knowledge, experiences, feelings, as well
as for support, motivation and anything else that may come to mind with good
intention. For most of this period, she had to rely solely on her connection with her
Higher Self, The Lord Jesus Christ. Jana wrote the book Conversations with God: With
You Love Blooms Love Around Us, studied many spiritual directions, and became
thoroughly familiar with the current situation on this planet. In the challenging year of
2013, she was evicted from her apartment by distrainers, lived in the garden in a
building with no electricity over the holidays, and in the fall took refuge in a sublet
where she wrote the second portion of The New Revelation. Soon she moved into her
daughter's apartment, where she spent much of the final stages of preparing for a
brand new life. During this time, further challenging trials were occurring, now
involving also her co-workers. Although this period was in many ways far more
challenging than the previous one, there was mutual support among the members of
the spiritual family. Everyone who followed the Creator in one's heart always knew
what to do at any given moment, no one was left without spiritual or physical help,
since the perfect God's plan takes into account all circumstances. The greatest degree
of complete isolation for Jana came at the beginning of 2014, when she left the
"security" of her job to devote herself fully to writing the chapters of the second
portion of The New Revelation. During this time, she was allowed to associate with
almost no one, so as not to be disturbed by external and internal influences in the
transmission of this multiversal Word of God. During this period, there were only a few
isolated meetings with her co-workers, the very last of which took place on June 24,
2017, when Jana met several friends in the gross-material body at her lifelong
residence in Ústí nad Labem. The second part of the sentence "that she might be cared
for there for one thousand two hundred and sixty days" does not indicate the exact
number of days of her isolation. In fact, the use of this numeral forms an unbreakable
code that the negative entities have not been able to comprehend, and thus the entire
12th chapter of the Revelation could never have been contaminated over the centuries.
The profound meaning of the numeral "1260" can only be seen when the individual
digits are added together, giving the result of nine (9). The number nine symbolizes
the alpha and omega, the beginning and the end, in other words, the unquestionable
fact that the feminine essence of The Lord Jesus Christ, even in her own temporary
relativity, is indivisibly united to her absolute, all-encompassing and all-pervading
Higher Self, with every moment of her life falling within the plan of the Creator and no
one else. When fully engaged in the context of the phrase "that she might be cared for
there for one thousand two hundred and sixty days," this then signifies that The Lord
Jesus Christ cares for His/Her own direct incarnation in the best possible way,
protecting it and not allowing anyone to threaten it.
7. "And there was a battle in heaven: Michael and his angels fought with the dragon."
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This phrase describes the past act of this cycle of time. It signifies the efforts of the
entire negative state ("the dragon") to engage in spiritual warfare with the members of
the positive state ("Michael and his angels") and to gradually assume the reigns of it.
This situation existed before the incarnation of The Most High into the body of Jesus,
when the Pseudo-Creators were actually beginning to take over the first regions of
heaven.
8. "The dragon and his angels fought, but they did not prevail, and there was no more
room for them in heaven."
This phrase again describes the past act of this cycle of time. As already stated, "the
dragon" here symbolizes the negative state, "his angels" depicting in a literal sense all
his minions. "They fought" signifies the spiritual warfare described in the previous
verse. "But they did not prevail" conveys the undeniable truth that the PseudoCreators failed to achieve key successes as they had originally planned. The meaning of
the passage "and there was no more room for them in heaven" is that the PseudoCreators have been forever repelled and there will indeed be no more room for them
in the positive state, for they will no longer be able to occupy even a tiny piece of the
True Creation, although they will make one last attempt to invade it before the end of
the present cycle of time. This does not mean, of course, that they have lost their way
into it. But those who wish to live in the True Creation must once and for all cast off
this evil, untrue, twisted, delusional and illusory form in which all members of Hells
are found.
9. "And the great dragon, that ancient serpent, called the devil and Satan, which
deceived the whole world, was cast down to the earth, and his angels with him."
This entire passage describes the Second Coming of the Pseudo-Creators and their
minions to planet Zero, as will be described in more detail in the following verses. Just
before that, however, comes the Event/Warning which is depicted in the following
treatise.
10. "And I heard a mighty voice in heaven: Now is come salvation, and the power and
the kingdom of our God, and the reign of his Messiah: for the accuser of our brethren is
cast down, who accused them before God day and night."
"And I heard a mighty voice in heaven" signifies that something very special will come
to the attention of all human beings living on planet Zero. Verse 10 describes the
Event/Warning which is elaborated on in the 31st chapter of the second portion of The
New Revelation. At that time the sky will light up with a blinding brightness that will
attract the attention of the people. For 15 minutes, all aspects of human life come to a
standstill. Every inhabitant of planet Zero over the age of 7 will see The Lord Jesus
Christ with their inner sight and for this brief period of time, consciousness will be
expanded for all. During this intimate moment there will be an evaluation of life thus
far and a raising of the vibrations of the bodies. For those who are on the path of
spiritual growth and are not too deeply in the negative state, this will be a
confirmation of the existence of The Lord Jesus Christ. As a result, they will be
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encouraged for the next stage of their lives, and will be even more determined to
continue their mission and show others the way of progressive development.
Conversely, the agents of the negative state and the vast majority of true human beings
trapped in the trap will not realize the value of this God's mercy. They will seek the
truth outside themselves from scientific authorities, commentators, politicians, etc.
They will learn everything from them but the truth. "Now is come salvation" deals with
the most important message of the whole Event. By accepting it, every open-hearted,
receptive individual will be able to understand that the time of salvation from the
negative state and over-vibration into the positive state has come. "The power and
kingdom of our God and the reign of his Messiah" refers to the state and conditions
through which The Lord Jesus Christ in the New Nature has absolute dominion not
only over the True Creation, but over the entire Zone of Displacement. "For the accuser
of our brethren is cast down, who accused them before God day and night" in a literal
sense points again to the Pseudo-Creators who, though they have lost their power in
heaven, but not in Hells and on planet Zero where they will physically come after the
Event and the rapture of a part of humanity, assume the reigns of it and seal its fate.
11. "They overcame him because of the blood of the Lamb, and because of the word of
their testimony. They did not love their lives so much that they feared death."
"They" are all those who by their actions, choices, attitudes, and preferences by free
choice have chosen a life of the positive state. This word refers to anyone who overvibrates into the 5th dimension of the positive state before the arrival of the PseudoCreators. The statement "they overcame him" signifies the overcoming of the negative
state and the departure of a part of humanity into True Creation where the negative
state will lose all power over them. "The blood of the Lamb" signifies in its literal
meaning the attributes of the unconditional love of The Lord Jesus Christ, and "the
word of their testimony" signifies all good and truth. "They did not love their lives so
much that they feared death" refers to the fact that those who do not cling to this
earthly pseudo-life will lose their present gross-material body in the over-vibration,
but will instead receive the subtle-material duplicate from The Lord Jesus Christ and
eternal life at His/Her side. Whoever, on the other hand, refuses to give up such an
unnatural life and for whatever reason wishes to continue in the negative state after
the division of humanity, cannot be lawfully admitted into the new heavenly society.
But everyone will still have a chance to change one's nature to its original pure form in
the final global judgment, if one does not proceed to convert to the positive state
before this cycle of time is totally completed.
12. "Therefore rejoice, ye heavens, and all ye that dwell therein. But woe to the earth
and to the sea, for the devil has come down to you, full of wrath, knowing how little
time he has left."
"Therefore rejoice, ye heavens, and all ye that dwell therein!" in the literal meaning of
these words shows the joy and enthusiasm of all sentient entities in the positive state,
whose feelings are justified by the coming of a part of humanity into the higher
dimensions of the True Creation, which will take place in the near future. Thus, entities
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in the positive state will be able to accept into the new celestial society long-lost
brothers and sisters who, by their choices, have fallen out of their original home into
the anti-universe. The phrase "But woe to the earth and the sea" points to the last
phase of existence and being of the negative state after the departure of the positive
people from planet Zero, denoted here by the word "earth." As has been said many
times in both portions of The New Revelation, planet Zero will fall deeper into Hells
after the division of humanity, a brief victory of the negative state will be achieved and
the complete eradication of true spirituality will be accomplished. The "sea" is the
entire Zone of Displacement. "Woe" is the means that warns the inhabitants of the antiuniverse of the horrors and sufferings that await them if they continue to remain in it.
"For the devil has come down to you, full of wrath" portrays the Pseudo-Creators who
have acquired a tremendous degree of the worst evils and untruths, and are now ready
to seize full dominion over the entire anti-universe. The rest of the phrase "knowing
how little time he has left" shows their full realization of the impasse and dead end
into which the Pseudo-Creators have fallen with their entire dominion. The rulers of
Hells are well aware of all that is going on around them. They know that their
experiment cannot last forever, because it is not derived from an absolute but only
from a relative source.
13. "When the dragon saw that he was thrown to the earth, he began to persecuse the
woman who had given birth to the son."
The thirteenth verse is a description of times past, present, and future, as are several of
the preceding verses of this 12th chapter of The Revelation of St. John. Consider that
not only does this portion of the New Testament of the Bible have a multidimensional
scope, therefore it is not tied to one specific place and time, thus most of its passages
do not follow chronologically if you view them in terms of the passage of linear time.
Often they contain multiple meanings at the same time and can refer to events that
have already taken place, are in the process of taking place, as well as those that have
not yet taken place, as is the case here.
The thirteenth verse, from the perspective of the past, depicts the preparation of the
Pseudo-Creators to assume the reigns of humanity once again. Almost all of the major
milestones in history from the first century AD until before the outbreak of World War
I served to set the stage for the return of Satan. The two world wars and the
subsequent collective emanation of negative energies by human beings, especially
during the 20th and first decades of the 21st century, have given these false gods a
great boost, serving to stabilize the situation not only within their own ranks, but also
on planet Zero. "When the dragon saw that he was thrown to the earth" shows the
most extreme form of the negativestate - the Pseudo-Creators who were imprisoned
and isolated from their domain in an unknown place. "He began to persecuse the
woman who had given birth to the son" indicates that the Pseudo-Creators persecuted
from the very beginning all who followed the true ideas and original teachings of Jesus
Christ. Negative entities have responded by establishing many opposing religions and
churches. Thousands of words of the New Testament of the Holy Bible were then
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deleted, but its true spiritual meaning could never be twisted and distorted because it
is written in spiritual language.
From the perspective of the present, this same verse refers to the time since the end of
1987, when the transformation of The Most High into The Lord Jesus Christ took place,
but - most importantly here - it was accompanied by the release of the PseudoCreators, isolated from everyone else up to that point, so that after their departure
from isolation, the negative state could be fully manifested and subsequently
eliminated. "When the dragon saw that he was thrown to the earth" means that the
Pseudo-Creators gained a new freedom, even though they could not immediately
appear on planet Zero. Therefore, they worked out a comprehensive plan for their
return in every possible detail. The planet Nibiru was chosen as the means of transport
by which they could reach Zero, and it would be hidden behind the Sun until the last
possible moment, so that ordinary human beings would be unaware. The phrase "he
began to persecuse the woman who had given birth to the son" indicates, from the
point of view of the present, the efforts of the agents of the negative state to approach
in any way the second direct incarnation of The Lord Jesus Christ in the body of the
woman, to influence, contaminate, disable, denigrate and defame her, so that as few
mature souls as possible will be brought to her and the rest will condemn her,
declaring her a liar, a charlatan and a mentally unstable person. In such a bold action,
however, the Pseudo-Creators have utterly failed, and their anti-team, which was
formed during the preparatory phase of the Mission ofGod's Family, has drawn to its
side only individuals with encapsulated hearts, who have no knowledge of the
principles of the books of The New Revelation, are unaware of the overall situation,
and have large egos, imbued with controlling programs from Hells. Although the
negative entities were and are aware of the absolute protection of God's incarnation,
which The Lord Jesus Christ guards like an eye in the head, they have tried to
overpower the Goddess and her co-workers by all means. However, they were only
allowed to do that which serves to instruct others, so that - to their displeasure - they
could do almost nothing in their actions. After the launch of the Mission from the New
Earth, these minions would no longer have direct access to any of the representatives
of God.
The thirteenth verse, from the perspective of the future, depicts the time when the
fullness of the negative state will come to pass. The first part of the phrase, "When the
dragon saw that he was thrown to the earth," relates to this phase, describing the act of
the actual descent of the negative state to planet Zero, which will be brought to it by
the Pseudo-Creators. The false gods and creators of the human race in the 3rd
dimension will then take rule over all areas of life. "he began to persecuse the woman
who had given birth to the son" refers to the efforts of the false gods to eradicate any
remaining true spirituality in humans who have not over-vibrated to a higher
dimension. These efforts, among many other things, will involve massive censorship of
God's Word, erasing, distorting, or replacing its ideas with something purely false or
misguided, so that no traces or references to light co-workers remain anywhere that
even remotely resemble anything that originates in or even leads to the positive state.
"The woman who had given birth to the son" has, however, another, transcending
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meaning without being involved in the preceding context. This part of the phrase here
does not only designate the Goddess herself, as in the literal interpretation from the
point of view of the present, but it also designates all women in the positive state
whose essences will be enveloped by the quite unique and hitherto unrecognized
attributes of the Newest Nature of The Lord Jesus Christ God's Family ("son"), who, by
virtue of this endowment, will at the same time radiate from their essences into the
environment. The temporary existence of the feminine nature of the Creator in the
territory of the negative state has ensured that the feminine principle, which was
marked by the Pseudo-Creators even more than the masculine principle, will be
completely purified. Thus, human women in the positive state will see a full
restoration of their divine goodness, boundless loving-kindness, velvet warmth,
unconditional kindness, gentle compassion and tender innocence. Women will become
equal to men, there will be no incongruity, no condescension, no humiliation, and
everything that does not belong to the True Creation. Both sexes will complement each
other and express God's love in the most beautiful and desirable ways.
14. " But the woman was given two mighty eagle's wings to fly into the wilderness to
her refuge, where, hidden from the serpent, she was kept alive for a year and two years
and half a year."
This statement refers to the over-vibration of Jana into the positive state on New Earth
in the 5th dimension. "But the woman was given two mighty eagle wings" signifies the
fact that all the allotted time for staying on planet Zero in the 3rd dimension has just
expired and it is now necessary to move to a higher plane. When that time comes, Jana
and part of her team will leave this reality to continue their mission elsewhere. The
"two mighty eagle's wings" are a symbol for ascension and continued progression in
the higher dimensions. A part of the phrase "to fly into the wilderness to her refuge"
literally means that the path to the positive state is completely clear and the heavens
open to all people of good will. The Spiritual Center of God's Family will henceforth be
its home base ("refuge"). The "wilderness" here depicts the True Creation, which is
perceived by the members of Hells as the real wilderness, since many of these
creatures still do not want to admit the real truth and live in a false reality. Since the
relative source of evils and untruths has not yet dried up, many hellish creatures will
continue their dead life for some time to come. "Where, hidden from the serpent"
illuminates the fact that the Pseudo-Creators will forever lose all accessibility to Jana
and her closest co-workers, because from now on they will no longer be in territory of
the negative state. They will live in a new cycle of time and will only return to that old
cycle of time (that is, to planet Zero and the Zone of Displacement) in new bodies to
resume their previous missions. "She was kept alive for a year and two years and half a
year" has no connection with the passage of linear time. It is a kind of protective
safeguard against abuse by evil forces, so that the meaning of this passage may not be
trampled upon and defiled.
15. "And the serpent behind her spewed out a stream of water from his throat like a
river to sweep her away."
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The "serpent," as is obvious, symbolizes the Pseudo-Creators who will continue to
produce new kinds of evils and untruths until this relative resource is completely
exhausted and dried up. "Behind her spewed out a stream of water from his throat like
a river to sweep her away" forms a description of the preparations for the final
spiritual war the Pseudo-Creators plan to undertake after they assume the reigns of
planet Zero and its population. They will want to attack the True Creation again, but
will be prevented from doing so. But this sentence also points to the die-hard
opponents of the Mission of God's Family who will continue to speak out indignantly
against the representatives of The Lord Jesus Christ by various means even after the
over-vibration of the Goddess. The negative state will mobilize all available forces to
discredit the work of this Mission from the New Earth. The evidence and eyewitness
accounts provided of life in other realities of the Multiverse will be used and abused by
some of the Pseudo-Creators' loyal agents to further their own interests, thus leading
the heavy-handed individuals with encapsulated hearts away from the true God.
However, these agents will have no influence on those who want to know the real
truth, are willing to work on themselves spiritually, can assimilate revolutionary
information, and sincerely love The Lord Jesus Christ. Nothing will interfere with God's
perfect plan of salvation and rescue, which provides for the deliverance of every
trapped being. Although the vast majority of earthlings will remain in this reality after
the division of humanity and will fall into Hells, even they will one day be converted to
the positive state when the evils and untruths lose their justification.
16. " But the earth helped the woman, opened her mouth, and swallowed up the river
which the dragon had spewed out."
"Earth" here is a symbol not for planet Zero, as it was in the previous literal meanings
of these verses, but for the planet New Earth in the 5th dimension, since the meaning
of the word has been transformed to a higher level. "Woman," that is, Jana, is
associated with all the positive state. And since the positive state is filled with sentient
entities, "woman" here also refers in its literal meaning to all angels and raptured
humans who will be warmly welcomed on New Earth to make this planet their new
home. In verse 16, therefore, the word "woman" has a completely different meaning
from that of verse 13, where it refers both to female beings and to a part of the
humanity left behind. The statement "the earth helped the woman" therefore, after
understanding the previous interpretation, signifies the fact that the New Earth is
already ready to receive a part of the advanced humanity ("woman"), belonging to the
positive state and thus connected with Jana herself. A part of humanity will be saved
and rescued from all evils and untruths of the negative state, and in the transition to
the new world in the True Creation will be given every assistance on all levels to
achieve its full integration into this heavenly society. The next part of the phrase
"opened her mouth, and swallowed up the river which the dragon had spewed out"
shows that if there are any attacks by the Pseudo-Creators towards the positive state
with the aim of contaminating it with evils and untruths, these attacks will be without
success, because between the Zone of Displacement (Hells) and the Zone of Placement
(True Creation) there is a protective membrane ("mouth") through which none of the
members of the negative state will be able to penetrate.
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17. " The dragon, in anger against the woman, unleashed war against the rest of her
seed, against those who keep the commandments of God and hold to the testimony of
Jesus."
This verse describes a period of brief victory for the negative state (the "dragon") on
planet Zero, but it will no longer have a zero position as it falls deeper into Hells. "In
anger against the woman, unleashed war" signifies the production of a tremendous
amount of negative energy ("anger") emanating from the deepest levels of the Zone of
Displacement, which will be transferred on the spiritual, mental and physical levels
with all its consequences and implications to planet Zero. "Her seed, against those who
keep the commandments of God and hold to the testimony of Jesus" are all those who,
for whatever reason, will not participate in the over-vibration and will remain in the
3rd dimension, even though their vibrational level does not correspond to necessarily
having to participate in the brief victory of the negative state. Usually they will either
be hidden agents of the positive state who will remain here by previous agreement to
perform some specific task for The Lord Jesus Christ, or often they will be true human
beings who have seen through the deceit of the Pseudo-Creators and have not been
deceived by them, but it will be too late for them to over-vibrate. In fact, this phrase
reflects all who will not accept the "mark of the beast," the biblical term for the chip
under the skin by which the Pseudo-Creators will conveniently control their slaves as
puppets. This is related to the statement from the 13th chapter of The Revelation of St.
John: "And he causes all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive
a mark on their right hand or on their foreheads, and that no one may buy or sell
except one who has the mark or the name of the beast, or the number of his name.
Here is wisdom. Let him who has understanding calculate the number of the beast, for
it is the number of a man, and his number is 666." Those who do not accept this chip
will face various reprisals, oppressions or the threat of the death penalty.
18. "And the dragon stood up on the shore of the sea."
Although the negative state (the "dragon") is aware of its inability to destroy the
positive state, after it takes over all aspects of human life, it mobilizes all its forces to
make one last attempt to attack True Creation. "And the dragon stood up on the shore
of the sea" means the gathering of the army of superhumans on the edge of the Zone of
Displacement ("the shore of the sea"), serving as a springboard for attacking the higher
dimensions of the Multiverse. During this massive assault, the Pseudo-Creators and
everyone else will be brought out of all dimensions outside the space-time structure of
Creation into a neutral state called limbo. Here The Lord Jesus Christ will appear
before them and execute the final judgment upon them. The minds of all sentient
entities in both the positive and negative state will be completely open, and in the
conditions of neutrality each one will be able to make a decision regarding the
permanent rejection of the negative state. The decision of its permanent rejection will
end the Last Judgment and the new time cycle will enter with the fullness of the
positive state into all aspects of being and existence.
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Thus were revealed all the proper literal meanings of the eighteen verses of the 12th
chapter of The Revelation of St. John, which is the last book of the New Testament. The
hidden meaning of the following 13th chapter, which in continuity goes on to explain
the return of the Pseudo-Creators, was described in the first portion of The New
Revelation of The Lord Jesus Christ, Chapter Seven: The Concept of Antichrist.
The ideas of the books of The New Revelation will gradually come to the attention of
human beings and many other beings in Creation. However, our Mission of God's
Family will accelerate this dissemination of God's newest Word in a dramatic way, and
as a result, the existence of the negative state will be greatly shortened. After its
elimination, life will be much more pleasant and beautiful. We will create entirely new
forms of existence in the diverse universes and its galaxies, solar systems and planets.
As has been announced many times, our home will become the New Earth, which will
form the base from which we will travel to all parts of the universe. We have done a
tremendous amount of work during the preparatory period that has had a tremendous
impact on all of Creation. Our cooperation and victim has created the most suitable
conditions for the beginning of a revolutionary stage that has never been seen before.
Now it is time for the desired change to become a tangible reality. We will connect
heaven and earth and thus open the gateway to the positive state for all who have love
in their hearts. This 8th chapter of the Additions to The New Revelation of The Lord
Jesus Christ God's Family becomes the place that culminates our efforts thus far and
becomes the basis for the establishment of the transcending phase in the process of
the spiritual progress of the Multiverse. All aspects related to the workings of our
Mission have been brought into proper order, bringing the structure of all being and
existence to a significant turning point. Everything old is passing away, making way for
a new beginning, where all bearers of God's love will be able to evolve in eternal peace,
happiness, harmony and contentment. We look forward together with you to meeting
each other and to joyful moments as we carry out the next tasks in the Mission of God's
Family.
Your Lord Jesus Christ God’s Family | December 1, 2018
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